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The Geology of the Northern Section of the 
Bowen Basin 
by R. F. ISBELL 
ABSTRACT 
The general geology, petrography, structure and stratigraphy of the 
northern section .of the Bowen Basin is discussed. Structurally the area 
is a large assymetrical syncline, dosed in the north near Collinsville and 
widening southward. The Permian Bowen sequence is divided into the 
Lower Bowen Volcanics, the Middle Bowen Marine Series with the Collins­
ville Coal Measures at the base, and the Upper Bowen Series of fresh­
water sediments and coal measures. Later deposits include Triassic and 
Tertiary sandstones while igneous intrusions and Tertiary volcanic activity 
have also been evident. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
The region discussed lies generally just west of the main coastal highland 
belt of Central Queensland and extends from Collinsville south to the Cher­
well Range and south easterly as far as the hinterland of Marlborough. In 
view of this large area studied it is to be realised that much of the work is 
of a reconnaissance nature only; this is particularly true of the south eastern 
area in which investigation consisted mainly of a traverse along the Bruce High­
way. Field work has been spread over three years and has been supplemented 
in most instances by study of aerial photographs. Fairly extensive rock col­
lections were made and almost two hundred thin sections have been examined. 
In the text, numbers refer to microslides. All collections are housed in the 
Museum of the Geology Department, University of Queensland. 
The climatology, physiography, soils and vegetation of most of the 
region are discussed by the writer in another paper. (Queensland Bureau of 
Investigation Technical Bulletin No. 4) . The coloured geological map in this 
Technical Bulletin was generously permitted by the Bureau to be also presented 
in the present paper. This co-operation is gratefully acknowledged. 
The writer wishes to acknowledge the helpful co-operation of those mem­
bers of the staff of the Geology Department, University of Queensland, who have 
assisted in many ways with this work. In particular Dr. D. Hill was always 
a source of aid and inspiration while the constructive criticisms of Professor 
W. H. Bryan and Dr. R. Gradwell were most valuable. Mr. G. W. Tweedale 
of the Geological Survey ably assisted with many of the mapping problems 
and Dr. W. G. H. Maxwell accompanied the writer on one field trip. 
The writer is also indebted to the owners and managers of many station 
properties in the area for their generous hospitality and ready co-operation in 
the field. A Commonwealth Research Grant enabled the work to be done; 
this benefit is gratefully recorded. 
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II.  PREVIOUS WORK AND LITERATURE 
The literature relating to as large an area as is discussed in this paper is 
naturally fairly extensive but it is proposed to consider here only the more 
important works. 
Jack 8 Etheridge's "Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland'� ( 1 892) 
obviates almost entirely the necessity of going back further t�an thts ye�r . 
as 
it effectively condenses all of the earlier reports. Jack was the first to subd1v1de 
the Bowen sequence into the Lower, Middle and Upper subdivisions. The 
next most important early publication was that of Cameron ( 1 905) who 
investigated the Isaacs River-Connors River-Funnel Creek area. 
The work of Reid ( 1 925, 1 928, 1 929, 1 930) represented the most 
outstanding contribution to the geology of the region. He proved the syn­
clinal nature Of the Permian sequence in the north and mapped the extens1on 
southwards along each limb of the syncline towards Apis Creek and the Cher­
well Range. Since this period there has been little published about the general 
geology until recent years. Hill ( 1 9 5 1 ,  1 952) made a valuable and original 
contribution to a better understanding of the Upper Palaeozoic problem in 
Queensland with the application of the concept of structural highs and lows. 
The map of Traves ( 1 9 5 1 )  represents a northerly and north westerly continu­
ation of the present area. 
I l l .  TERTIARY ( ? )  VOLCANICS 
1. BASALTS 
To the south and south east of Havilah are a number of more or less 
isolated low basalt hills, most of which are not more than 200 feet high. 
Columnar structure is well developed in an occurrence near Sto_ney Creek but 
all the columns are detached and cannot be traced into massive rock. Reid 
( 1 929) was of the opinion that all the basalt hills represented individual 
pipes but there is little evidence either for or against this hypothesis. It  seems 
probable that the more extensive flat-topped occurrences are residuals of small 
basalt flows. 
The majority of the basalts are olivine bearing and in thin section 
(2933) exhibit no unusual features. The columnar basalt near Stoney 
Creek displays the unusual feature of crystal segregations of augite, 
hypersthene, plagioclase and olivine in more or less rounded masses 
up to four inches in diameter. A thin section (2934) of these segregations 
shows some rather unusual features. They consist dominantly of large well 
formed crystals of augite and hypersthene with basic plagioclase also present 
in quite large amounts. The hypersthene is subsidiary in amount to the augite 
much of which has an extinction angle lower than normal. Most of the augite 
and hypersthene is bordered by a rim of small olivine crystals which are often 
partly altered to magnetite dust and a brownish material resembling iddingsite. 
Ophitic s�ructure is common. 
Further south in the vicinity of Nebo and to the west near Lenton 
Downs and Grosvenor Downs are much more extensive basaltic flows. Reid 
( I  925) has reported a thickness of about 1.000 feet on Mt. Fort Cooper. 
An olivine basalt occurrence of unknown extent has been found forming the 
more elevated foothills of the western slopes of the Eungella Range and it is 
suspected that it forms a capping on the granitic and other volcanic rocks of 
the area. 
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The age of all these basalts is unknown other than that they are post 
Upper Bowen. They are assumed to be of Tertiary age by analogy with the 
other similar basalts of that age which are so widespread in other parts of 
Queensland. 
2. ACID VOLCANICS 
Volcanic necks and plugs, forming physiographic features strongly re� 
sembling those of the Glasshouse Mountains and the Peak Range, occur to 
the north of Nebo as far as Homevale. The majority of these project through 
the Lower Bowen Volcanics while the rhyolite of Mt. Britton lies as a cap� 
ping on the Permian volcanics at an elevation of 1 500 to 2000 feet. 
The rocks are mainly rhyolitic but some fairly diverse types occur. They 
are usually light in colour with shades of pink, fawn and lavender most 
common. Flow structure is often displayed and some of the rhyolites are 
spherulitic. Some of them have been silicified while others have been calcified. 
One rock type examined has decided sadie affinities as it contains in the ground 
mass numerous small crystals of aegirine and riebeckite. 
The age of the Mt. Britton rhyolites is not known other than that they 
are post Lower Bowen. They are held to be Tertiary purely by analogy with 
similar rocks in Queensland thought to be of that age. Reid ( 1925) mentions 
a rhyolite breccia at Mt. Landsborough overlying basalt and concluded that 
the acid flows of the district postdated the basaltic flows. For the similar 
volcanics of the Peak Range area Reid ( 1 928) tentatively assigned the sequence 
to be basalts (earliest ) ,  rhyolite, then trachyte. 
IV. TERTIARY SEDIMENTS 
To the north east of Mt. Coolon in the Upper Suttor River region there 
is an extensive sheet of freshwater sediments of Tertiary age. These quasi� 
horizontal sediments appear to be the remnants of a once much more extensive 
sheet and the uniform relief of large areas of this elevated sequence suggests 
that it is a relict of an old peneplain surface that probably existed during 
late Tertiary times. The exposed thickness of the sequence varies consider� 
ably but it is doubtful if it is ever much greater than several hundred feet. 
The sediments consist of more or less horizontal thin conglomerates, 
white quartoze sandstones and shales which as a rule have only roughly 
defined bedding planes. Many of the sandstones are ferruginous and show 
evidence of having been subject to lateritic influence. Some are remarkably 
coarse, often approaching coarse grits or cemented gravels, the most common 
fragments being white quartz. Some white shales have yielded impressions 
of dicotyledenous leaves (Reid 1 929 ) .  Conglomerates occur throughout the 
sequence as well as at the base but none has any great lateral persistence. 
It is strongly suspected that a similar series of sediments to the west 
and north west of Annandale is also of Tertiary age. The exposures on the 
Nebo�Clermont Highway exhibit identical lithologies to those of the Suttor 
River region. It may also be mentioned here that along the Nebo�Mackay 
road extending 2-! miles north east of Mt. Spencer there is another similar 
exposure of coarse unbedded sandstones and gr�vels that are sometimes par� 
tially lateritised. These also are probably of eqmvalent age. 
The precise age of the Tertiary sediments is not known but lithologically 
they bear a striking resemblance t? the Pliocene Glendower Formation of White� 
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house ( 1 940) . Remnants of this formation appear to have a wide distribution 
throughout Queensland and it is likely that the above occurrences are related. 
V. TRIASSIC (?) SANDSTONES 
Extending discontinuously along the axial region of the syncline are 
residual sandstone plateaux that are probably of Triassic age. These com� 
prise Mt. Leslie in the north, the Redcliffe Tableland, ·carborough, Burton 
and Kerlong Ranges, and lffley Mt. and Coxen's Peak in the south. These 
sandstone residuals usually rise abruptly with steep escarpments from the fairly 
level Upper Bowen plains often to a height of 2,000 feet above sea level. 
The maximum thickness of these sandstones is of the order of 700 feet. The 
chief rock types are massive red to buff coloured ferruginous felspathic sand� 
stones with lighter coloured more siliceous types also common. The sand� 
stones are often strongly current bedded. Grits and shale bands are of minor 
importance. 
Petrography. - The typical ferruginous sediments from around Lake 
Elphinstone show in thin section (3384) an approximate composition of 
quartz 60 per cent., felspar 1 0  per cent., and rock fragments 30 per cent. The 
clastic particles range from angular to subrounded and show a fairly high 
degree of sorting in that there is little fine detrius. The rock fragments are 
mainly chert but with some of fine · grained felspathic igneous rocks. 
The detrital grains are cemented with red brown limonitic material with occas� 
ionally a little siliceous cement. 
The lighter coloured sandstones which are well exposed where Anna 
Creek has carved a narrow gorge through the Kerlong Range show in thin section 
(441 1 .  4412) a much higher proportion of quartz with only a few rock 
fragments and very little felspar. The cementing material may be siliceous but 
more commonly is a fine textured iron�stained chloritic material. Accessory 
minerals include muscovite which is fairly common and isolated small grains 
of zircon. In the sandstones from this area there is again a marked absence of 
finer detritus. 
The age of these sandstones is not known with any degree of certainty 
as fossils have never been found in them, thev are completely conformable 
with the underlying Upper Bowen sediments so that dips usually do not exceed 
1 oo. The restriction of these sandstones to the axial regions of the syncline 
must be of significance. Reid ( 1 930) has suggested that west of the line 
marking the western limit of late Permian folding there was a compensatory 
gentle subsidence which permitted more or less uninterrupted sedimentation 
into the Lower Triassic. That such sediments are now preserved mainly 
in the axial regions of the syncline would be a natural consequence of their 
greater thickness there. 
Although lithologically similar these sandstones can hardly be equiva� 
lent to those of the Bundamba Group which are everywhere unconformable 
or transgressive upon whatever lies below. The Clematis sandstones (White� 
house 1 952, 1 954) are also lithologicaily similar siliceous and felspathic sedi� 
ments and average 400-500 feet in thickness but up to 650 feet have been 
observed in the Expedition Range. They usually rest with slight unconformity 
on Permian strata in the southern half of the Bowen Basin. 
Recent mapping by geologists of Shell Company in the Carnarvon area 
has distinguished the Rewan ·series of sanqstones and unbedded clays lying 
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below the Clematis sandstones. At the base of this series there is stated to 
be a gentle regional angular unconformity and this is believed by Shell 
Company geologists to mark the base of the Triassic. On lithological grounds 
the Carborough and neighbouring sandstones are more likely to be equivalent 
to the Clematis than to the Rewan although the possibility exists that they are 
a facies variant of the earlier Rewan Series. In favour of this is the close 
conformability with the underlying Upper Bowen· and it could possibly be 
that the Carborough group are transitional to the Permian. 
VI. UPPER BOWEN SERIES 
I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
No comprehensive study of the Upper Bowen Series of freshwater sedi­
m�nts and coal measures has been undertaken as over much of the expected 
outcrop area there is frequently a superficial cover of alluvium and other 
waste material so that complete sections are nearly always lacking. Reid { 1 929) 
estimated the approximate thickness of the series to be of the order of 9,600 
feet. 
As a rule the sediments are fairly gently dipping, ranging usually from 
5o to 20°. However occasional reverse dips occur and along the eastern limb 
dips in some areas are almost vertical. Lithologically the freshwater sediments 
are of a fairly uniform and readily recognisable distinctive nature throughout 
most of the sequence. The characteristic and dominant rock types are fine to 
medium grained very even teXtured tuffaceous sandstones of a dark yellowish­
green or khaki colour. They are generally m'assive but with a wdl-developed 
joint system, bedding is frequently difficult to detect. Other sandstone types 
that do occur are lighter coloured more normal siliceous types. Conglomerates 
appear to be virtually absent. Associated and frequently interbedded with the 
tuffaceous sandstones are shales of similar colour, these finer sediments range 
from sandy shales to fine grained mudstones. It is in these latter sediments 
that plant remains are most common. 
Petrography. � Thin sections (2957t 2958,  2959)  of the tuffaceous 
sandstones show them to be composed of. numerous we11 rounded fragments 
of andesite containing minute felspar laths, felspar grains, chert fragments and 
rounded to sub-angular quartz grains. These clastic particles are nearly all 
of uniform size and are almost invariably surrounded by a narrow rim of 
siliceous cementing material. The rock fragments are all extensively decom­
posed and are usually impregnated by a greenish-brown iron-stained chlorite. 
It is due to this abundant alteration product that the rock derives its char­
acteristic colour. Some calcite is usually present and there are small amounts 
of browriish semi-opaque interstitial material that probably represents altered 
iron-stained argillaceous material or fine volcanic ash. 
There is of course some variation of this typical rock type. Often there 
are carbonaceous fragments present while the relative proportions of the min­
eral and rock fragments may vary. A specimen from near the Jack's Creek 
graphite mine is typical of the greywacke-subgreywacke group while some of 
the sandstone types may be extremely calcareous. A thin section (2960) of 
a rock type common near the base of the series in the north west of the region 
shows numerous small rounded to sub-angular grains of colourless or greenish­
brown glass which is sometimes partly devitrified. There are also lesser 
amounts of clastic chert, quartz and felspar grains. All these particles are set 
irl. a fine matrix that is almost entirely composed of calcite. 
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Occurrence of Fossil Wood. - Throughout the Upper Bowen Series 
the occurrence of fossil wood is widespread and is often more or less con� 
centrated to form several distinct horizons. The fossil wood is almost invari­
ably preserved in the typical tuffaceous sandstones. As a rule it is composed 
of dark flintlike silica or iron-stone, but very often white quartz is present 
throughout the replaced woody tissue in irregular veinlets or in larger masses. 
Generally the fossil wood is small and fragmentary but occasional large sped� 
mens up to 20 feet in length and 2 feet in diameter have been observed. The 
silicified wood is usually parallel to the bedding of the containing strata but 
examples of root bearing stumps apparently preserved in situ have been seen. 
The close association of the silicified wood and tuffaceous sandstones is strongly 
suggestive of the replacing silica being derived from these sediments. 
Palaeobotany. - Fossil plants are abundant throughout. the entire Upper 
Bowen sequence. The following plants have been identified from the northern 
section of the region: Glossopteris indica, G. browniana, G. jonesi, G. con� 
spicua, G. tortuosa, G. amp/a, Gangamopteris cyclopteroide"S, G. angustifolia, 
Phyllotheca sp., and Sphenopteris lobifolia. Fragmentary material has been 
tentatively identified as Vertebraria sp. and Noeggerathiopsis sp. With the ex� 
ception of Glossopteris conspicua all species range throughout the Australian 
Permian. So far as is known this species is restricted to the Upper Freshwater 
division of the east Australian Permian. 
2. COAL RESOURCES 
The coal resources of the region were not studied in any detail so there 
is little to add to previous accounts. Reid ( 1 929) discussed fully the coal 
resources of the Collinsville area while Reid ( 1 946) and Shepherd ( 1 9 5 1 )  
have described the coal deposits o f  the Bee Creek-Lake Elphinstone area. A 
complete account of the coal resources of the whole region has been given in 
the Powell Duffryn Technical Services First Report on the Coal Industry 
of Queensland, 1949. 
3 .  IGNEOUS INTRUSIONS 
Igneous intrusions, usually sills, are fairly common throughout the out­
crop area of the Upper Bowen Series. Petrologically they may be divided into 
two distinct types:-
(a) Mica Diorite Intrusions 
Sill�like bodies of mica diorite are present in large numbers throughout 
the Upper Bowen Series. As a rule their true thickness cannot be determined 
due to lack of exposures but the larger sills range up to 50 feet in thickness. 
Dykes of mica diorite are also present throughout the area but in lesser numbers. 
Petrography. - The mica diorite is usually medium grained and non­
porphyritic. In thin section (293 1 )  euhedral crystals of andesine are common 
and are usually more or less altered to kaolin and calcite. Orthoclase is present 
in only minor amounts .. Biotite is the dominant ferromagnesian mineral with 
hornblende only very sparingly present. Quartz occurs in small anhedral 
masses and small irregular grains of magnetite are fairly common throughout. 
(b) Hornblende Porphyrite Intrusion 
An unusual hornblende porphyrite sill extends northwards for two 
miles from the Mt. Coolon road crossing of Stoney Creek. The sill is at least 
50 feet thick. The normal rock type contains numerous needle shaped crystals 
of hornblende set in a light coloured felspathic ground mass. In the gap 
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between the two basaltic hills just to the south east of the road crossing 
sever.al  interesting variants occur but limited exposures do not permit the relatwns between these to be observed. Occurring with the normal rock type 
here are the following variants :-
(i) A striking coarse variety with large prismatic hornblende crystals up 
to two inches in length and a quarter of an inch in width. 
(ii) A "medium" variety in which the hornblende is abundant as short 
small prismatic crystals, the porphyritic nature of the rock being 
barely evident. 
(iii) A fine grained variety in which small phenocrysts of plagioclase are 
set in a ground mass of felspar and minute hornblende and augite 
crystals. 
Petrography. - In the normal rock type (2927) idiomorphic andesine 
is the dominant felspar and is always extensively altered to a fine aggregate of 
calcite, sericite and kaolin. The hornblende appears to be the variety lamprobolite 
and is often partly altered to magnetite. Augite is much less abundant than 
hornblende and apatite is a common accessory mineral. Small sheaf�like aggre� 
gates of zeolite occur sparingly while there is also some secondary �alcite. 
In the coarse variety (2929) augite is very rare and is sometimes partly 
altered to a mass of very pale green tremolite�actinolite crystals . . Columnar 
crystals of apatite are much more numerous and larger than in the normal 
rock type. Secondary magnetite is again very common, zeolite is more plenti� 
ful while secondary calcite is again common. In the "medium" v�liety (2928) 
there is  very little idiomorphism of the felspars, lamprobolite is still the 
dominant ferromagnesian mineral but augite is present in slightly greater 
amounts than in the normal rock type. The same mineral suite is again 
present in the fine grained variety (2930) . The felspars are usually idio­
morphic and lamprobolite is again dominant although augite is more abundant 
than in the other varieties. The secondary minerals are much rarer than in 
the other varieties. 
VII. MIDDLE BOWEN MARINE SERIES 
1. DESCRIPTION OF MARINE SERIES 
From the apex of the syncline at Collinsville the Middle Bowen Marine 
Series may be traced in a south easterly direction almost to Nebo where it 
disappears under a cover of basalt and alluvium, only to emerge again in the 
region of Saltbush Park and then to extend more or less continuously at least 
as far south as the headwaters of Apis Creek west of Marlborough. Along 
the western limb of the syncline the series may be traced as far south as the 
Leichhardt Range where it passes under a cover of Tertiary sediments. In 
the Eaglefield region and further south the series again outcrops but exposures 
are extremely poor and limited due to a covering expanse of alluvial material. 
In the Collinsville region the Marine Series conformably overlies 700 
feet of freshwater strata-the Collinsville Coal Measures. This formation may 
be traced on either limb of the syncline as far south as the Bowen River but 
not apparently any further south. On the western limb south of the Bowen 
River there are massive sandstones overlying the Lower Bowen Volcanics that 
contain no trace of coaly strata or plant re,mains. These sandstones pass gradu� 
ally upwards into marine fossiliferous strata. On the eastern limb just south 
of the Bowen River the basal marine strata-the "Wall" sandstone, immed-
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iately overlie the uppermost rhyolites of the Lower Bowen Volcanics. It would 
appear then that the coal measures were formed in a small freshwater or estu­
arine basin around Collinsville and south to the Bowen River prior to marine 
conditions extending to that area from the south. That there was at least one 
earlier brief marine transgression into the area is evidenced by the occurrence 
of a 25 foot sandstone bed containing small lamellibranchs within the coal 
measureS at Collinsville. 
The writer has not been concerned with the series between Collinsville 
and the Bowen River but has endeavoured to gain additional information 
south of this line. However in only one area, the western limb between Collins­
ville and the Leichhardt Range, has the series been studied in detail, although 
on the eastern limb some additional information has been obtained. For con� 
venience the various sections of the syncline will be discussed separately. 
(a). Marine Series between the Bowen River and the Leichbardt Range. 
This account of the Marine Series is based mainly on a series of traverses 
in the Parrot Creek area west of Havilah where exposures are most favourable. 
The thickness of the series for the greater part of the area studied is in the 
vicinity of 2,000 feet, this increases to approximately 3,000 feet in the southern 
part of the area due to the increased thickness of basal sandstones. The thick� 
nesses are based on a dip of 5°�6°  which prevails . for most of the area 
studied and must of necessity be regarded only as approximate. The general 
strike ranges from I oo to zoo east of north. A generalised stratigraphic section 
of the Marine Series is presented on page 1 1 .  
I n  this area studied along the western limb o f  the syncline the basal 
sandstones of what is now believed to be the Marine Series are everywhere 
perfectly conformable upon the Lower Bowen Volcanics. Throughout the 
greater part of this region the thickness of these basal sandstones is of the 
order of 400 feet but this figure rapidly increases southward to the vicinity 
of 1 ,000 feet when the volcanics are no longer present on the western side. 
The dominant rock type of these basal sediments is a white massive 
orthoquartzite, with occasional intercalated thin beds of ferruginous grits and 
white shales. The orthoquartzite occasionally displays current bedding and is 
believed to be the equivalent of the "Wall" sandstone exposed along the eastern 
margin of the syncline. A thin section (296 1 )  of this basal orthoquartzite 
shows it to be composed of well�rounded to sub�rounded closely packed quart2 
grains with virtually no cementing material. Felspar is quite rare but grains 
of clastic chert are common. Small flakes of muscovite are present but an 
occasional rounded grain of tourmaline is the only species of heavy mineral 
present. The sediment shows a fairly high degree of sizing and sorting and an 
almost coinplete absence of argillaceous material. This would suggest that it is 
a typical second-cycle orthoquartzite of Krynine ( 1 94 1 ) ,  
Due west of the Mulgrave cattle yards a t  the i:op of the orthoquartzite 
there is a trachyte sill about 10 feet thick. This is succeeded by very poor 
exposures of ferruginous sandstones and shales until the Big Strophalosia Zone 
is reached, which here is about 650 feet above the base of the series. The 
nature of the strata underlying the Big Strophalosia Zone is best observed 
in other sections, such as in Parrot Creek near the junction of Darling Creek. 
Here a 2-foot thick bed of ferruginous sandstone about I 00 feet below the Big 
Strophalosia Zone is packed with fossils, the chief of which are Aoiculopecten 
spp. Myonia spp, an extraordinary thick shelled species of Cleobis and the 
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brachiopods Spirifer cf. vespertilio and Terrakea sp.  This fossil horizon is 
probably one of the lowest exposed on the western limb of the syncline and 
is probably to be correlated with a similar horizon in Carpet Snake Creek 
near Collinsville which is approximately the same interval below the base of 
the Big Strophalosia Zone there. Glacial erratics are common throughout the 
strata exposed in this section. 
f[Ci. l ,  CiENE'-Al STI\ATM;;AAPHIC SECTION Of MARINE SE'-IES IN PA.kfi.OT CREEK 
UGIONl WEST Of HAVILAH 
The Big Strophalosia Zone.-This group of fossiliferrous sandstones 
was described by Reid ( 1 929) as the Big Strophalosia Horizon and has 
become widely known as such ever since. However, this name is not in ac� 
cordance with the Australian Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature as more than 
one species of Strophalosia is present. Accordingly the term Big Strophalosia 
Zone is here introduced as being more nearly in accordance with the Code. 
It is to be realised that the term "Big Strophalosia" does not refer to the size 
of any individual species present within the zone but is merely a descriptive 
term indicative of the large thickness of strata consisting dominantly of 
species of Strophalosia. 
For almost its entire thickness of 90�93 feet the Big Strophalosia Zone 
is absolutely packed with testiferous specimens and internal casts of species Of 
Strophalosia and Terrakea, with other fos.�ils present in lesser numbers. Litho� 
logically the sediments are greyish impure sandstones which frequently become 
extremely calcareous due to deposition of secondary limestone derived from 
solution of the abundant calcareous fossils. The flattened dorsal valves of 
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Strophalosia and Terrakea are more abundant than the convex ventral valves 
and are oriented in great profusion parallel to the bedding, rarely inclined to it. 
Glacial erratics, discussed by Reid ( 1 929 ) ,  are very common throughout 
the zone, ranging from small pebbles up to large irregular boulders several 
feet in diameter. Igneous rocks Sl'Ch as granite and similar plutonics are perhaps 
most common, but also abundant are specimens of quartzite, mica schist and 
occasionally gneiss. 
Palaeontologically the zone. can be subdivided into two sections but 
this division is not always sharply demarcated. Usually there is a subtle inter� 
mingling of forms as dominance passes from one group to another. The basal 
20 feet of the zone contains the following forms in approximate order of 
abundance :-Strophalosia gattoni Maxwell, S. jukesi var. ingelarensis Maxwell, 
a large species of Terrakea with a very long trail, Myonia spp., Chaenomya sp., 
Spirifer spp., Martiniopsis sp., Aviculopecten spp . .  Stenopora sp. (branching 
form) . These fossils are as a rule in the form of internal casts. 
In the upper 70 feet casts are rare, specimens being almost invariably 
testiferous. The forms present in approximate order 6f abundance are:­
S. clarkei (flattened dorsal valve) , S. cf. geradi oar. australis Maxwell (con� 
cave dorsal valve) , a small species of Terrakea quite distinct from the form in 
the basal 20 feet, Stenopora sp. (encrusting form) . Spirifer spp., Myonia spp., 
Chaenomya spp., Aviculopecten spp., Martiniopst's spp.-two species both dis� 
tinct from the form in the basal 20 feet, Euryphyllum sp. and rare specimens 
of Fenestrellina sp. 
Immediately overlying the Big Strophalosia Zone west of the Mulgrave 
cattle yards is a trachyte sill from 30 feet to SO feet thick. The 350 feet of 
strata between the Big Strophalosia Zone and the Streptorhynchus pelicanensis 
Bed (previously called the Derbyia Bed) is nowhere clearly exposed and con� 
sequently is imperfectly known. This interval appears to largely consist of 
soft friable shales which Wllather very readily. The S. pelicanensis Bed where 
it is exposed in Parrot Creek is a two foot thick bed of ferruginous sandstone 
containing numerous specimens of this fossil. Associated in large numbers 
are the thick shelled Cleobis found lower in the marine sequence, heavy convex 
species of Aviculopecten and rare species of M yonia. The lamellibranchs are 
much more numerous than the streptorhynchids. Glacial erratics are again 
very common. 
Strata above the S. pelicanensis Bed are also exposed in Parrot Creek 
at the road crossing. Black friable shales are at first dominant, together with 
reddish sandstone bands containing numerous lamellibranchs, chiefly Cleobis sp., 
Aviculopecten spp .• Edmondia ? sp. , and Chaenomya sp. Glacials are prominent 
with also a heavy tillite horizon several feet thick. Above these black shales 
and interbedded sandstones is a thickness of a hundred feet or more of red, 
purple, bluish and white extremely friable unfossiliferous sandy shales. These 
are followed by 50 feet of red brown impure sandstones containing M yonia 
spp. and Chaenomya sp. A two�inch gypsum band is also present. Approxi� 
mately 20 feet above this gypsum band is a Martiniopsis Bed, in which casts 
arid shelly specimens of this fossil are found through several feet of brownish 
sandstone. This bed is approximately 300 feet above the S. pelicanensis Bed 
and approximately 500 feet below the top of the Marine Series. 
The succeeding 1 0 0  feet of strata is lithologically similar and contains 
isolated specimens of M yonia sp. and Chamomya sp. These strata are overlain 
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by a 5 0  feet thickness o f  a massive white orthoquartzite which i s  similar in 
most respects to that developed at the base of the series. This rock is resistant 
to weathering and often forms a number of cuestas with steep western escarp­
ments . 
. Above this orthoquartzite are approximately 1 5 0  feet of yellowish and ferrugmous sandstones and shales which are never well exposed. Marine fossils 
have not been found although an occurrence of fossil wood � doubtless a 
drift speci�en, has been noticed. These strata are succeeded by a ZO feet thick 
trachyte stll and then by ZOO feet of very similar marine strata containing 
occasional specimens of M yonia sp. These beds are considered to . represent 
the uppermost marine sediments. They are followed by trachytic and doleritic 
sills and then by typical Upper Bowen sediments. 
(b) Rosella Creek and Neighbouring Marine Beds 
These are best observed on the left bank of Rosella Creek two and a 
half miles south east of Havilah where approximately 50 feet of strata are 
exposed. This locality was first noted by Jack ( 1 879,  1 89Z) and was later 
mentioned by Reid ( 1 9Z 9 ) .  The beds strike N. 35o  W. and dip approxi­
mately zoo to the southwest, thus showing a reversal of the normal direction 
of dip. The marine sequence is characterised by an abundance of glacial erratics 
ranging from several inches to. several feet in diameter. 
The
. 
lowest ZO feet o' the section is only sparingly fossiliferous with 
isolated specimens of Streptorhynchus pelicanensis and occasional lamellibranchs. 
The succeeding 1 5  feet contain numerous specimens of S. pelicanensis, frequently 
in the form of closely packed external casts. Associated fossils are occasional 
large A viculopectens and rare branching Stenoporids. The rock type is a dark 
red ferruginous sandstone. The upper 15 feet of marine strata represent a 
richly fossiliferous molluscan horizon with no occurrence of S. pelicanensis. 
The chief forms present are numerous species of Myonia and Aviculopecten, 
Chaenomya ? cf. acuta, Stutchburia sp., Nuculana sp., Astartila sp., two appar­
ently new lamellibranch genera, several gasteropod species, Protoretepora cf. 
ampla, Fenestrellina cf. dispersa, Stenopora sp. (branching type) , Die!asma spp., 
Terrakea sp., and Martiniopsis ? sp. Also found are fragmentary impressions 
of Glossopteris and Gangamopteris. The unaltered rock matrix is a dark 
bluish grey calcareous sandstone. 
The marine beds also outcrop at two localities further south. In the 
vicinity of Bald Hill they have the same strike and dip, the slight offsetting 
of the beds is probably due to topography. They also outcrop again near the 
Mt. Coolon road crossing of Straggler's Gully. At this locality the species 
of thick shelled Cleobis which is so common in the Marine · Series also occurs. 
Here the beds dip zoo to the east. 
Fossiliferous marine strata also outcrop two miles east-south-east of 
Havilah where they strike N. 30° W. and dip easterly at a low angle. The true 
thickness is unknown as the exposed ZO feet are entirely surrounded by black 
soil alluvial drift. Both lithologically and palaeontologically the fossiliferous 
beds are identical with the upper part of the Big Strophalosia Zone and it 
seems almost certain that the outcrop here must be part of this zone exposed 
by some structural feature. 
For five miles south-south-east of Havilah reverse dips are the rule in both 
the marine beds and the neighbouring Upper Bowen strata. Palaeontological 
eVidence indicates that it is extremely improbable that the marine beds represent 
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distinct intercalated horizons higher than their counterparts in the Marine 
Series. S. pelicanensis from Rosella Creek does not display any recognisable 
differences from specimens occurring in the S. pelicanensis Bed of the Middle 
Bowen Series. On the other hand the marine beds exposed at Rosella Creek 
and further south show a marked difference in lithological associations, thick� 
ness and faunal assemblages from their counterparts in the Middle Bowen 
Series. If the horizons are equivalent in time the only explanation for this 
must be a marked lateral facies change. 
It is unfortunate that on either side of the marine outcrops exposures 
are very few as most of this area has an alluvial cover. It is also significant 
that no marine beds within the Upper Bowen Series have been found on the 
eastern limb of the syncline where exposures are somewhat better. Based on 
the few available dips, present structural evidence is conflicting but it would 
appear that there is at least one and possibly two doubly pitching fold axes 
trending N. 30° W. between Straggler's Gully and Havilah. 
(c) Marine Series North of Nebo 
It has been stated that the Marine Series extends south�easterly from 
Collinsville to just north of Nebo. The base of the marine sequence in most 
of this northern area is defined by the "Wall" sandstone. The rock type is 
a massive fine grained even textured light grey orthoquartzite virtually identical 
in thin section with the basal orthoquartzite fmm the western limb described 
earlier. 
To the north the "Wall" sandstone · extends as far as Jack's Creek 
where it is apparently of much smaller thickness (only approximately 50 
feet are exposed) , cqmpared to a thickness of almost 200 feet near the Bowen 
River. Reid ( 1 929) has shown that the thickness of the Marine Series in� 
creases southwards from 2,400 feet at Collinsville to at least 3,000 feet near 
Blenheim and that this thickness is largely due to the increased thickness of the 
basal sandstones which do not appear at Collinsville where their equivalents 
are a thinner series of fossiliferous shales and grey sandstones. 
Throughout the region from near Collinsville to at least as far south 
as Blenheim the m1arine beds have a uniform steep dip (50°-70°) to the 
south west except for a local flattening just north of the Bowen River. 
However, as the series approaches Homevale it becomes considerably folded into 
a series of pitching anticlines and synclines and giving in this area an outcrop 
of almost four miles wide. The probable equivalent of the "Wall" sandstone 
is present as a high ridge one mile west of Homevale, dipping steeply to the 
south west and striking 30° west of north. In this area however the ''Wall" 
sandstone does not represent the base of the Marine Series as half a mile east 
of Homevale is the noted fossil bed of Mt. Britton. 
This fossil bed is at least 40 feet thick, striking approximately N. 70° 
W. and dipping 1 0°-20° to the south west; it consists of a dark ferruginous 
sandstone packed with fossils, especially in the form of casts. Many forms 
occur in these beds which are not known to occur at higher horizons in other 
parts of the syncline. The beds rest on rhyolites of the Lower Bowen Volcanics. 
The basal beds contain a small strongly plicate species of Martiniopsis and 
are followed by a small thickness of barren beds. The succeeding fossiliferous 
strata may be divided into two faunal sections. The lower contains a small 
productid fauna-Anidanthus, Cancrinel!a, Terrakea and Strophalosia together 
with species of M artiniopsis. The upper limit of this section is defined by the 
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Lissochonetes band. The upper section i s  characterised by Taeniothaerus. 
Trigonotreta and species of M artiniopsis with small productids in reduced 
numbers. 
Unfortunately the relation of these Mt. Britton beds to the higher 
marine strata is noWhere disclosed. Approximately one and a half miles of 
alluvium separqtes them from the "Wall" sandstone while they are also dis� 
continuous to the north and south. Part of the beds outcrop again two miles 
south east of Carin yah but again they are separated by aliuvium from overlying 
strata. 
The Big Strophalosia Zone also outcrops two miles to the west of 
Homevale but its outcrop pattern is often complicated due to the pitching 
folds developed in this region. Although similar to its northern counterpart 
in that it is packed with fossils, chiefly Strophalosia and Terrakea, it differs 
in that the forms from the two localities are not identical. Reid ( 1 925)  
gives a section E.N.E.-W.S.W. through Homevale and estimates the thick� 
ness of the Marine Series in this locality as 4,000�5,000 feet. 
The Marine Series may be traced from Homevale to just north of Mt. 
Landsborough where it disappears under a cover of Tertiary basalt and alluvium. 
(d) Marine Series South of Nebo 
South of Nebo the Marine Series is nowhere fully exposed due to a wide� 
spread cover of alluvium. Ball ( 1 9 1  0) reported a small area of Permian marine 
strata about eight miles south wes-t of Nebo while Reid ( 1 925)  described the 
belt of marine fossiliferous strata extending southwards from a point four 
miles south of the junction of Funnel and Boothill Creeks, through Saltbush 
Park to Lotus Creek homestead and then after a narrow gap as far south as 
Clive Creek. Dunstan ( 1 90 1 )  had earlier shown the existence of the marine 
strata in the region of the headwaters of A pis Creek. Reid ( 1 92 5 )  alsQ 
described the occurrence of marine Permian strata between Harrybrandt Creek 
and Mt. Flora, west of the line mentioned above. The Permian beds are 
highly folded near Mt. Travers, Mt. Flora and Mt. Orange and the reappear� 
ance of the Marine Series in this area can be satisfactorily explained by the 
steep reverse dips. 
From Lotus Creek sOuthwards to Yatton and passing into the Dawson 
area is a well defined limestone belt approximately 200 feet in thickness which 
stratigraphically lies abov.e the bulk of the volcanics and below the marine 
sandstones. The Y atton limestone belt consists of crystalline nonfossiliferous 
limestone, coralline limestones, brownish calcareous shales, sandstones and mud­
stones. Fossils include Euryphyllum sp., Cladochonus sp., Thamnopora sp., 
Terrakea sp., Strophalosia sp., Martiniopsis sp., Fenestrellina sp., Stenopora sp. 
and a few lamellibranchs. Jack ( 1 892) reported specimens of Eurydesma from 
this limestone near Yatton. 
The marine sediments overlying the Yatton Limestone are well ex­
posed in Stockyard Creek where they strike N. 35o  W. and dip 1 0 °  south 
west. They are typically dark grey fine grained sandstones with some inter� 
bedded black shales. A thin section of the sandstones (3424) shows that 
they may be classed as calcareous sub-greywackes. Lying stratigraphically be­
tween these sediffients and the limestone at Mt. Bora is an interbedded flow 
or sill�like body of basalt possibly I 00 feet thick. This is the only igneous 
rock observed in the Yatton district that is higher than the Yatton Limestone, 
assuming that the occurrence represents an interbedded flow. 
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(e) Mouine Series South of Sutter Creek, Wutern Limb of the Syncline 
This area has not been examined by the writer but it will be -instructive 
to consider the work of Reid ( 1 928) . Between the head of Parrot Creek and 
Sutter Creek the Marine Series is not exposed due to a cover of Tertiary sedi� 
ments. South of Sutter Creek there is a widespread cover of a1luvial material 
and exposures are very poor and rare until the region of the Cherwell Range 
further to the south. · 
Reid ( 1928) discussed the evidence in favour of the Collinsville Coal 
Measures being present in this western area. If it is accepted that the Coal 
Measures are present in this area rhen their apparent non-development between 
the head of Parrot Creek and just south of the Boweri River is difficult to 
explain. The basal sandstones in this latter area have to date proved unfossil� 
iferous and with no trace of coaly material founci there is actually little positive 
evidence to state definitely whether the Coal Measures are represented there 
or not. If they are not developed there and ac.:epting Reid's evidence of their 
presence south of Sutter Creek it would seem that there were two more or less 
separate areas where conditions were favourable · for the formation of coat 
during immediate post Lower Bowen times. 
A further interesting feature of this western region is . the occurrence in 
the Ch�rwell Range area of apparent transitional beds between the Marine 
· Series and the Upper Bowen Series. These· "Passage Beds" are stated by 
Reid to consist of alternating laminated sandstones and shales containing oc� 
casional specimens of Ptycomphalina and Glossopteris. Reid considered that in 
this region· the passage from marine or estuarine to freshwater sedimentation 
was marked by alternating deposits of bach types. The lateral extent of these 
beds is not fully known but it  would appear that they do not extend very 
far to the north. 
2. STRATHIGRAPHIC CORRELATIONS 
It is very difficult to attempt any other than bcoad correlations when 
so little systematic work has been done on the faunas. However, Hill ( 1 950) 
has examined species of Productinae from various areas while Maxwell ( 1952) 
has studied many of the Strophalosids. K. W. Campbell"' is at present study­
ing Queensland Martiniopsids and has generously furnished the writer with 
some valuable suggested correlations. 
A study of the lamellibranchs of the Streptorhynchu.s pelicanensis bed 
by the writer indicated that nearly all species ue quite distinct from material 
previously described from Eastern Australia. One exception is the occurrence 
of a species of Myonia also found in the Mantuan Productus Bed. Such cor� 
relations that may be made then are on the basis of brachipod studies. 
The basal 20 feet of the Big Strophalosia Zone in the northern area 
contains Strophalosia jukesi var. inqelarensis Maxwell which is found in the 
type section of the lngclara Stage of the Springsure sequence. Also associated 
with this form in the northern area is S. gattoni Maxwell which is found 
on! r in these northern beds. This basal section is correlated by Maxwell with 
the lngelara Stage. The upper 70 feet of the Big Stropbalosia Zone contain 
prolific numbers of S. c!arkei, apparently restricted to these northern areas 
but also known from the Clermont region. Maxwell considers that this upper 
section represents a stage intermediate between the Ingelara and Mantuan Stages 
of the type Springsure sequence. Campbell (personal communication) con� 
* New Eng!1nd Univ•r$lt)', Armida!•, N.S.W. 
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siders that Martiniopsids from the basal section are typical lngelara forms 
while those from the upper section are Mantuan equivalents. 
Strophalosids collected from the beds west of Homevale, are mainly of 
the S. ovalis Maxwell type which are characteristic of the Mantuan Stage. The 
Mt. Britton fossil beds contain S. preovalis var. brittoni Maxwell which is 
taken by Maxell to indicate equivalence of these beds, in part at least, with the 
Cattle Creek Stage of the Springsure sequence. This form has also been found 
in marine beds near Blenheim. Hill ( 1 9 5 0) has studied the Productinae from 
the Mt. Britton ' beds and has recorded Taeniothaerus subquadratus, Terrakea 
pollex, Cancrinella farleyensis and Anidanthus svringsurensis. Hill states that 
the beds are probably to be correlated with or near the Cattle Creek Stage. 
Hill also records A. springsurensis and C. farleyensis from near Blenheim and 
T. subquadratus from Hazelwood Creek four miles south-west of Eungella 
station. These localities must represent a northerly continuation of the Mt. 
Britton beds. 
Hill also records A. springsurensis from east of Saltbush Park, Yatton, 
Mt. Bora and Clive Creek while Maxwell records S. preovalis var. brittoni 
from a locality (Perry's Paddock) near Nebo in a limestone which is stated 
tci be the equivalent of the Yatton Limestone. 
Thus it appears that the oldest beds iri the north are probably slightly 
older than Ingelara, while southwards between Blenheim and Homevale, older 
beds (Cattle Creek equivalents) are exposed, possibly by overlap or it  may 
be that these oldest fossiliferous beds are represented in the north by the Collins­
ville Coal Measures. Against this latter possibility is the fact that just south 
of the Bowen River the "Wall" sandstone is almost immediately underlain by 
the Lower Bowen Volcanics. 
The relation of the Yatton Limestone to the Mt. Britton beds is not 
known. The presence of A. springsurensis in the Yatton Limestone indicates 
that it is not much (if at all) higher than the Cattle Creek Stage. There is 
the possibility that the Yatton Limestone and the Mt. Britton-Blenheim 
beds are lateral facies variants of the same age. It would also appear quite 
immaterial whether the Mt. Britton beds and the Yatton Limestone are placed 
in the Middle Bowen or Lower Bowen Series since it is becoming increasingly 
obvious, as Hill ( 1 9 5 2) points out, that the correlation of marine Permian 
strata in Queensland must be based on a fixed reference standard and this must 
be the faunal sequence in the Springsure distict. 
3. IGNEOUS INTRUSIONS 
In the Parrot Creek region west of Havilah four trachyte sills are known 
to intrude the Marine Series. Near the Mulgrave cattle yards the second 
lowest sill may be observed resting with perfect concordance on the uppermost 
beds of the Big Strophalosia Zone. This close association has produced strik­
ing topographic effects, the resistant nearly horizontal trachyte overlying the 
much less resistant sedimentary beds has resulted in the formation of several 
buttes, mesas and cuesf.-as up to IS 0 feet high. Small dykes of trachyte up to 
6 feet thick are exposed in several localities. 
Nearly all the sills and dykes show unifcrmity of colour, texture and 
mineralogical composition. They are light grey to fawn fine grained porphyr­
itic rocks with felspar phenocrysts and frequently containing small flakes of 
biotite and small dark streaky segregations of magnetite. A crude banding is 
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sometimes observed. Thin sections (2920, 2>'22 ,  2924) show the rocks to 
be normal trachytes with a very high percentage of felspar. 
Approximately four miles south weit of Emu Plains on the Exmoor 
Road the lower part of the Marine Series is intruded by four distinct porphyrite 
sills. The highest of these occurs approximately 1 00 feet below the base of 
the Big Strophalosia Zone while below this the "Wall" sandstone has been 
intruded by three sills each of which are apprcximately 50 feet thick. They 
form high strike ridges with the intruded sandstone forming the intervening 
valleys. 
These sills are all practically identical, only slight colour and textural 
differences being apparent. They are dominantly porphyritic light coloured 
felspathic rocks, with quite large irregular aggregates of calcite common in the 
ground mass. Chlorite is abundant and magnetite grains are of common occur� 
renee throughout. 
Immediately underlying the lowest beds of the "Wall" sandstone are 
the uppermost members of the Lower Bowen Volcanics. Lithologically these 
are almost identical to the sills described above. A study of the aerial photo­
graphs of the region shows that further south along the strike of these sills 
the trend lines of the Marine and Upper Bowen Series are swathed around a 
drawn out oval shaped area that is clearly of non-sedimentary nature. The 
sills may be seen to merge into this area and it is thought that this oval 
shaped area represents a laccolitic intrusion with the sill-like intrusive sheets 
extending out from it. The close petrological similarity of the sills and the 
l'ppermost Lower Bowen Volcanics would suggest that the intrusions occurred 
soon after the. deposition of the lowermost members of the Marine Series and 
were probably an end phase of the earlier vulcanism. 
VIII.  LOWER BOWEN VOLCANICS AND ASSOCIATED SEDIMENTS 
This group constitutes the basal member of the Bowen sequence and its 
outcrop extends almost completely around the margin of the Bowen synclinal 
basin. The group has previously been studied in the Collinsville area where 
Reid ( 1 929) , following Jack ( 1 879 ) ,  classified them in descending order 
as follows :-
Mt. Devlin Volcanics 2,000 ft. 
Mt. Devlin Coal Measures 400 ft. 
Mt. Toussaint Volcanics 3,000 ft. 
However this threefold division as listed above is only able to be distin­
guished in the Collinsville region: the Coal Measure sequence has not been found 
elsewhere although interbedded sediments do occur within the volcanics in 
other parts of the syncline. The writer has studied this group in various areas 
where they outcrop extending from Collinsville in the north to as far south 
as Apis Creek. On the western limb they have been studied as far south as 
they extend to near the Leichhardt Range. It will be convenient to discuss 
these various areas separately as in most cases it was not possible to inspect 
a complete section. 
I. COLLINSVILLE DISTRICT 
Traves ( 1 9 5 1 )  showed a narrow belt of Upper Devonian volcanics 
intervening between the Lower Bowen Volcanics and the granitic rocks to the 
north of Collinsville. The evidence for this was not stated but the mapping 
was based mainly on aerial photograph interpretation. The writer has found 
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n o  evidence t o  support this conclusion, while Jack ( 1 879) and Reid ( 1929)  
also showed the Lower Bowen Volcanics resting on the older granitic rocks. 
Since volcanics with interbedded Glossopteris bearing sandstones extend well 
past Strathmore to the north west of Collinsville thus forming a considerable 
thickness, it would appear that the presence of a sequence of Upper Devonian 
volcanics in the narrow region between Collinsvi!le and the granitic rocks to 
the north would present a problem that cannot satisfactorily be explained 
merely by the steeper dips in this region. 
The Lower Bowen Volcanics may be seen resting uncomformably on 
an uneven basement of epidotised granitic rocks north of Collinsville in Pelican 
CreeK just below the junction of Pine Creek. These lowermost volcanic rocks 
are altered green amygdaloidal andesites, the amygdales usually being 'filled 
with quartz, epidote and zeolites. Above these andesites to the uppermost Mt. 
Toussaint volcanics are mainly light coloured trachytic and rhyolitic rocks 
usually extensively silicified. The uppermost horizon of the· Mt. Tous­
saint volcanics consists of several hundred feet of a massive light coloured 
trachytic tuff breccia. 
Immediately w�st, north and east of Mt. Devlin the Mt. Devlin Coal 
Measures are exposed. Overlying a basal bed of conglomeratic grit is a suc­
cession of light coloured sandstones containing a small unworkable coal seam 
I 00 feet above the base. 
The basal Mt. Devlin volcanics are exposed around the north western 
end of the mountain where a large thickness of basalt forms the lower three 
quarters of Mt. Devlin at this point. The basalt is medium grained and in thin 
section ( 3 3 1 3 )  contains appreciable amounts of glass. Overlying this basalt 
are massive trachytic breccias similar to that previously mentioned. Exposed 
around the southern end of Mt. Devlin are a series of brownish porphyritic 
andesites. Haematite is common throughout most of these rocks; it occurs 
as a translucent red stain along fractures in the felspar crystals and also as 
larger irregular opaque masses. 
Immediately overlying these andesites are the uppermost Lower Bowen 
Volcanics which are usually silicified rhyolites and trachytes. These resistant 
rocks form a series of high rocky strike ridges aligned around the north eastern 
and north western sides of the township of Collinsville. They range from 1 00 
feet to ZOO feet in thickness and are also found to the south along the eastern 
limb of the syncline at the head of Coral and Belmore Creeks, but they do 
not appear to have any great extension along the western limb. These volcanics 
are usually light coloured fawn to pink rocks with occasional small felspar 
phenocrysts and included rock fragments. Many contain quartz and calcite 
veins while some have vesicular cavities lined with quartz. A faint fluxion 
structure is evident in some specimens. 
2. NORTH WESTERN LIMB OF THE SYNCLINE 
The volcanics have been studied in this region south of the Bowen River 
where they form only a tonguelike extension some eight miles long and their 
thickness is only of the order of 600 to 800 feet. There are some rather un­
usual features about this occurrence and as yet the relations of the volcanics 
to the rocks on their western boundary are incompletely known. In the south 
however granitic rocks appear to definitely intrude both the volcanics and the 
Marine Series while further north it is clear that the volcanics unconformably 
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overlie older granitic rocks. No interbedded sediments occur within the vol· 
canic tongue. 
At the southern extremity of the volcanics along_ the in�rusive. granite contact the chief rock type is an altered hornblende andesite. Thts greytsh rock 
contains numerous needle shaped crystals up to a quarter of an inch long ar· 
ranged in roughly parallel layers. A thin section (2953)  shows these to be 
green chlorite pseudomorphs aher a monoclinic amphibole, probably horn· 
blende. This chlorite is associated with much s.:condary calcite and magnetite 
and columnar crystals of clinozoisite. 
Approximately six miles north of their southern extremity the volcanics 
unconformably overlie granite and the basal 50 feet are deeply weathered 
greeniSh·brown clastic rocks which consist of numerous small rounded frag­
ments of volcanic material together with numerous larger sub·angular to sub· 
rounded granitic pebbles. Occasionally this rock type may be of much finer 
texture and display marked stratification. A thin section (2956) shows the 
fragments to be of basaltic composition but showing considerable textural 
variation. It is possible that these rocks are of a waterlain nature, this is 
s�rongly supported by their macroscopic appearance. 
· 
These clastic volcanics merge upwards into haematite bearing basales 
which form the overwhelming majority of the rock types within the tongue. 
While these basalts exhibit a certain amount of variation the presence of haema· 
tite is almost invariable. The mineral is generally developed as small irregular 
flakes, occasionally as more or less parallel and continuous streaky bands. The 
basalts are light grey in colour and relatively soft. 
In thin sections (2944, 2945, 2948) of these basahs the felspars as a 
rule are little altered. They often show a striking flow orientation and are 
frequently swathed around larger masses of haematite. Small grains of mag· 
netite and augite are quite abundant. The haematite is secondary and occasion­
ally is apparently pseudomorphus after olivine. 
Only one small occurrence of acid rocks has been found in this region, 
occurring about the middle of the sequence between Parrot Creek and Teatree 
Creek. These acid rocks are dacites and associated with them is a pyrodastic 
equivalent. 
3. JACK'S CREEK-BASIN CREEK REGION 
A sketch map of this region. which lies just north of the Bowen River 
on the eastern limb of the syncline, is shown on page 2 1 .  As may be seen 
from this map. there is a high angle thrust fault present in this area. This 
fault, previously recognised by Reid ( 1 929) , is responsible for progressively 
cutting out the lower sediments from Basin Creek northwards to the maxi­
mum at or near Jack's Creek. 
South east of Basin Creek (e.g. section HG) , the Lower Bowen Volcanics 
are conformable with the· younger sediments. The "Wall" sandstone is exposed 
as a typical high rocky ridge while below it are approximately 600 ft.·800 ft. 
of arenaceous sediments which must be equivalents of the Collinsville Coal 
Measures. Immediately underlying these is firstly a small thickness of weathered 
andesitic material, then a considerable thickness of acid to sub-acid volcanics. 
These rocks are usually light coloured-greyish, fawn or greenish, and as a rule 
have been so extensively silicified that many of them resemble fine grained 
cherts. The light greyish rocks are typical rhyolites, usually extensively silici· 
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fied and occasionally heavily calcified as well. The greenish chert�like rocks 
in thin section (3345) are almost entirely lacking in felspathic material and 
are largely a cryptocrystalline mosaic of ill�defined grey polarising areas with 
occasional areas of granular quartz aggregates. The fawn coloured rocks are 
of trachy-rhyolitic composition with the ground m<iss a heavily silicified quartz� 
felspar mosaic with some interstitial glass. 
fu may be seen from the sketch map, the projected strike line of the 
"Wall" sandstone, after a gap just north west of Basin Creek, abuts against 
the .volcanics. At this point however only approximately 50 feet are exposed. 
This diminution does not appear to be entirely because of faulting as nowhere 
to the north of this point is the "Wall" developed ; its equivalents at Collins­
ville are a series of fossiliferous sandstones, mudstones and shales. Nortl: of 
where the "Wall" sandstone is cut out, the Big Strophalosia Zone, dipping 
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almost vertically or very steeply to the south west, also runs up against the 
volcanics due to the fault. At this point (east of the road crossing of Jack's 
Creek) , the volcanics are largely altered augite andesites; the rhyolite horizon 
is not exposed here. 
At the Jack's Creek graphite mine only the upper 800 1 ,000 feet of 
the Marine Series are exposed before the faulted volcanics are encountered. 
Here there are augite andesites that have been somewhat chloritised but otherwise 
not extensively altered. 
Structure of the Area-
The high angle thrust fault has proved effective over a distance of at 
least six miles. Reid ( 1 929) reports the Big Strophalosia Zone from north 
of Belmore and it would appear that the fault had its greatest throw in the 
Jack's Creek area as the pattern south of this point is apparently repeated 
again to the north. South east of Basin Creek this thrust must have died 
out as the volcanics are conformable with the overlying strata. However a 
small monocline-like fold is present in this area. 
In the hinge area just north west of Basin Creek it seems likely that 
a small tear fault must have occurred. This may also have been a response 
to compression frOm the east, the strata instead of yielding by folding as to the 
south, here were relieved of stress by the formation of a small tear fault of 
limited extent. This would explain the vertical dips of the strata immediately 
to the north of this fault; however the expected off-setting of the volcanics 
must have been nullified by the larger thrust fault. 
Just north west of Basin Creek a low ridge runs north east-south west 
across the road. It consists of numerous fragments of an unusual rock type­
the "quartzite" of Reid ( 1 929 ) .  The rock is dark grey in colour, fine 
grained and some specimens display marked bedding features. However no 
indication of dip or strike 'can be obtained as no rocks occur in situ. 
In thin section (3342, 3343) these rocks consist of countless numbers 
of minute pale green to colourless tremolite-actinolite needles which often 
penetrate felspar. Intimately associated with these needles is an irregular mosaic 
of untwinned felspar, possibly albite. Also present are numerous curious rod­
like aggregates of magnetite and some fine kaolin dust. Banding (a bedding 
feature) seen so clearly in the hand specimen, does not show up in thin section. 
It would seem that the banding is a primary structure (distinguishable now 
by colour variation) , but which has been completely obscured in thin section 
by the complete regeneration of secondary minerals. 
There seems little doubt that the rock is of metamorphic origin. The 
original nature of the rock is a matter of some doubt but the most probable 
suggestion is that the rock represents a metamorphosed fine basic or sub-basic 
bedded tuff. This finds support from the fact t!1at further south near Eungella 
Station the Mt. Barker granodiorite has evidently been responsible for pro­
ducing a virtually identical rock from what was presumably similar material 
originally. It is also known that in this area Lower Bowen tuffaceous sediments 
are very common. 
However if it is assumed that the Basin Creek occurrences is a metamor­
phosed basic tuff, two problems still remain. The first is the agent responsible 
for the metamorphism; in this connection Cribb (unpublished report to the 
Queensland Geological Survey) has mentioned a small area of granite just to 
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the north east of the Jack's Creek graphite mine. The second problem is 
that if the occurrence represents a faulted inlier of metamorphosed tuff, what 
structural control can be invoked to account for its presence? Unfortunately 
the answer to this is as yet unknown and the third fault as shown in the 
map is merely speculative until more definite evidence is forthcoming. 
4. STONEWALL CREEK-EMU PLAINS REGION 
A few miles south of the Bowen River along Stonewall Creek the 
Lower Bowen Volcanics immediately underlie the "Wall" sandstone so that the 
Collinsville Coal Measures do not appear to be represented here. The upper� 
most volcanics along Stonewall Creek consist of several hundred feet of 
light coloured porphyrites almost identical with the porphyrite sills intruding 
the Marine Series in this region and which have been described earlier. 
The base of these upt:ermost volcanics is marked by a thin bed of a 
striking red and white mottled rock with irregular rounded patches, streaks 
and sometimes veins of reddish iron oxide. Apart from apparently introduced 
ferruginous, calcareous and siliceous material the rock appears to be of normal 
trachytic composition. Below this horizon nea!' Stonewall Creek are approxi� 
mately 40 feet of distinctly stratified fawn coloured fine to medium grained 
bedded tuffs. Thin sections (33 30, 3 3 3 1 )  show them to consist of numerous 
rounded to sub-angular shard-like glass fragments set in a matrix of extremely 
fine ashy material that is heavily impregnated with limonite and often silici� 
fied and calcified. These rocks may be classed a:;; vitric tuffs. 
South along the strike these tuffs are replaced by dense fine- grained 
chert-like rocks that vary in colour from pale fawn to bluish-grey. Thin sections 
(3332, 3 3 3 3 )  of these rocks show an exceedingly. fine grained feebly polaris­
ing mosaic of cryptocrystalline silica with occasional minute individual silica 
grains. It  may be that these rocks represent completely silicified fine tuffs. 
Associated with them are numerous fragments of silicified wood. 
Below this horizon on the Emu Plaim-Exmoor Road silicification 
becomes very common and the volcanics gradually change to greenish silicified 
types. Around Emu Plains these are replaced by massive dark green augite 
andesites. In thin section ( 3 3 3 5 )  chlorite is very abundant, most of it appears 
pseudomorphous after pyroxene. Pale brown unaltered augite is also common. 
Calcite is quite abundant as large irregular crystals displaying lamellar twinning. 
Ilmenite is verY common as large skeletal masses and is often a translucent 
light brownish grey due to partial alteration to leucoxene. In a finer grained 
andesite (3336)  from near the junction of the Bowen and Broken Rivers idio­
morphism of the felspars is much more pronounced and most of the pyroxene 
is of the pale purplish-brown titaniferous variety. 
In a small gully on the western bank of the Bowen River near the 
junction of the Broken River there are exposed at least 40 feet of shales dipping 
30° to the south west. The shales are well bedded and are of two general types: 
a more massive dark blue-grey shale and a brownish-green type which is ex­
tremely friable. These two types form distinct alternating bedding units up 
to 10 feet thick but are apparently unfossiliferous. 
For half a mile east of the junction of the two rivers alluvium effectively 
conceals rock outcrops until there is an unknown thickness of badly weathered 
andesitic agglomerate exposed. Interbedded with this are 30 feet of light brown 
fine grained sandstones and shales, again unfossiliferous. It was not possible 
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to ptoceed further eastwards with this traverse. Assuming an average dip ot 
30° there are at least 8,000 feet of volcanics and interbedded sediments devel­
oped in this Stonewall Creek-Emu Plains-Bowen River section. 
5. LIZZIE CREEK-EUNGELLA RANGE SECTION 
A traverse was made along the Eungella Range road eastwards from 
the turn-off south of Turrawalla Station. It is proposed to discuss this 
section in some detail as in the Lizzie Creek area some interesting and unusual 
rock types are associated with the Lower Bowen Volcanics. The road · to 
Euil.gella follows up Lizzie Creek in a general east-north-easterly direction for 
approximately five miles. Most of the country is rugged and scrub covered 
and in many instances the creek has c.arved a narrow gorge through the vol­
canics and interbedded sediments. 
The uppermost Lower Bowen strata as exposed in Lizzie Creek near 
the junction with Hazelwood Creek are shown diagrammatically in Figure 3 on 
page 26. The topmost volcanics are well jointed light grey fine grained ande� 
sites. A thin section ( 3 3 5 5 )  shows them to be highly felspathic rocks with 
numerous small interlocking laths and tabular crystals of andesine. All are 
kaolinised and the rock as a whole has been extensively altered to calcite, 
chlorite and a few needles of clinozoisite. These andesites persist for 3 50 
yards up Lizzie Creek giving a thickness of the order of 5 3 0  feet. At this 
point they are dark grey green in colour and in thin section (3356)  are 
seen to be much less altered. 
Augite is quite abundant and is often chloritised and occasionally epido­
tised. Hornblende is also present but in much lesser amounts, this is note� 
worthy as it is the only occurrence of hornblende found in this study of 
the volcanics of the eastern limb. 
Underlying these andesites are 40 feet of well bedded sediments. The 
chief rock type is a laminated black shale which occasionally yields Glossop­
teris and other fragmental plant material. Closely associated are banded black 
and white chert-like rocks Which often pass abruptly into coarser felspathic 
bands. The lower half of this sequence is largely composed of the black shales 
and banded chert�like rocks but in the upper half, 2 feet beds of a medium 
grained brown calcareous felspathic sediment are common although the black 
shales and banded fine sediments still persist in 2 in. to 4 in. bedding units. 
Petrology of the Sediments-
The fine grained dark shales are perfectly laminated and display banding 
on weathered surfaces. In thin section ( 3 360) they consist of numerous silt 
sized quartz grains with finer interstitial material heavily impregnated with 
carbonaceous material. The banding is due in part to colour variation con­
sequent upon organic content but is also partly a textural feature. The name 
laminated quartzose shale is appropriate. 
In the banded chert-like rocks the light and dark bands are distinct and 
repeated but not rythmically in the strict sense of the word. In thin section 
( 3 3 6 1 )  the dark bands are a very feebly polarising cryptocrystalline silica 
mosaic heavily impregnated with organic material. A few minute areas of 
calcite are visible. The lighter bands may differ only in that organic material 
is lacking, but often the silica mosaic is rather coarser and also contains 
numerous small felspar fragments and extensive amounts of calcite, much 
of which is pseudomorphous after felspar. 
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Apart from the fairly large amounts of felspar and associated calcite 
the rock is a fairly typical banded cherty sediment. A possibility exists that 
the rock represents silicified sub-basic to basic ashy material which would 
normally be expected to be rich in felspar. However it is difficult to visualise 
how well developed banding parallel to the bedding could occur unless de­
position took place in a sub-aqueous environment. The microscopic evidence 
suggests that this was the case. It may also be noted that the sediment is pre­
sumably of non-marine origin due to the association of Glossopteris. It seems 
most likely that the sediment represents fine ashy material that has been 
deposited in freshwater lake-like bodies and st:.bsequently silicified to give a 
chert-like rock. The formation or introduction of calcite would appear to be 
subsequent to the silification. 
Other banded sediments from this section contain a thick band ( 1 2cm.) 
of medium grained felspathic material succeeded by fine grained dark and light 
ba!lds w?ich . are much thinner, only ranging up to l Om.m. in thickness. A thm sectlon {3364) shows the coarser textured component to consist dom­
inantly of sub-angular to sub-rounded felspar grains with lesser numbers of 
chert grains and a few fragments of a fine grained felspathic igneous rock. 
The felspar is usually extensively altered to calcite. All the clastic particles fall 
within the sand size range. The sediment shows a high degree of sorting, 
there is no fine interstitial material, the fragments being cemented by dark 
opaque kaolinitic material with which is associated greater or lesser amounts 
of limonitic staining. 
This section of the sediment can only be classed as an indurated fels­
pathic sand. It displays an abrupt transition to a fine grained dark band 
heavily impregnated with organic material. The genesis of the coarser tex­
tured component of this sediment is not at all clear in view of its well 
sorted nature unless, considering the sediment as a whole, the banding is 
due to depositional (including gravitational) factors. 
The medium grained brown sediments common in the upper half of 
the sequence are shown in thin section {3362) to be almost entirely calcareous. 
There are a few relict felspar grains and apparently much of the calcite is 
either derived from or has replaced this mineral. Much of the calcite is stained 
brown by limonite. 
One of the most unusual features of these felspathic sediments is the 
complete . absence of detrital quartz. This would suggest that the source region 
of these sediments was composed of sub-basic to basic igneous rocks. This 
is supported . by the fact that the underlying rocks of this sequence are all 
volcanic or pyroclastic in nature and that in these quartz bearing rocks are 
almost entirely absent. It is thought then that these sediments were deposited 
in freshwater bodies during periods of intermission in the vulcanism. They 
would thus not be expected to have any great lateral extent and this is borne 
out by their non-appearance to the north and south of this area where the 
Lower Bowen Volcanics have been studied. The close association of pyro­
clastics indicates that erosion need not be the only agent responsible for the 
accumulation of the clastic fragments. 
Conformably underlying this- 40 foot sedimentary sequence in Lizzie 
Creek is 20 feet of fine grained greenish grev tuffaceous material. A thin 
section shows (3359) a few altered plagioclase crystals and very small numbers 
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of minute angular quartz grains imbedded in extremely fine ashy material. 
This rock may be classified as a fine tuff. 
The basal 4 feet of this tuff is an unusual striking mixed rock with 
black shaJe fragments included in a greyish fine matrix which contains numer-
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ous irregular light coloured calcareous areas. The black fragments are dense 
and brittle and extremely fine grained. Some of these fragments display 
curious narrow elongate aggregates of minute calcite needles which also occur 
along the boundary between the fragments and the host rock where they may 
be seen penetrating the latter. In the host rock they are developed only as 
more or less isolated needle-like prisms. The linear aggregates of the needles 
appear ·to be developed along fractures or planes of incipient weakness. 
In thin sections ( 3 3 5 7. 3 3 5 8 )  the black fragments consist of a very 
fine grained argillaceous material with much admixed carbonaceous matter. 
Only a few minute quartz grains can be distinguished. The fragments probably 
represent a very fine grained shale or argillite. The host rock is a micro­
mosaic of silica and calcite with a few minute quartz grains. It probably is 
a silicified and calcified ashy material such as composes the previously described 
overlying tuff. 
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This mixed rock is rather puzzling as regards its mode of formation. 
Assuming that the matrix represents altered ashy material the black fragments 
may represent a sediment that was disrupted by the force of the explosion 
which produced the fine ash. 
Immediately underlying this mixed rock is I I  0 feet of a medium grained 
clastic rock consisting of felspar and rock fragments and some disseminated 
iron pyrites. Midway through this sequence is a 4 foot bed of andesite. In thin 
section ( 3 3 6 7) this clastic rock contains altered felspars and rock fragments 
set in a fine matrix with much calcite also present. The nu�erous rock frag� 
ments are typically andesitic in composition. The fine matrix in which these 
clastic particles are embedded is a feebly polarising mosaic which often contains 
appreciable amounts of dark brown kaolinitic material. This is probably of fine 
ashy nature. 
The evidence suggests that this rock is � pyroclastic with the dimen� 
sions of the clastic particles falling within the size limits of a coarse tuff 
(4 mm . •  25 mm.) as defined by Wentworth and Williams ( 1 9 32) . The 
term coarse crystal lithic tuff is appropriate. 
Underlying this coarse tuff is 90 feet of a massive fine grained dark 
blue grey rock type in bedded units of 2 feet to 4 feet thickness and separated 
by finer grained banded black and white chert�like material similar to that 
already described. A thin section (3363)  of the dark blue rock shows it 
to be almost a micro�replica of the tuff just described above and consequently 
may be described as a fine crystal lithic tuff. 
The rock types described in this 260 foot thickness all outcrop in a 
narrow gorge in Lizzie Creek. They dip 30° to the south west and strike 40° 
west of north. East of this point rock outcrops become rather disjointed and 
it was not possible to obtain a continuous section. The rocks underlying the 
above sequence are mainly andesitic with occasional interbedded brown fels� 
pathic sediments. In Lizzie Creek 4.4 miles above the junction there are ex� 
posed at least 50 feet of black shales, distinctly bedded and closely jointed but 
apparently unfossiliferous. They dip 30° to the south west. Immediately 
underlying them is a Sft. bed of lapilli tuff which contains shale fragments and 
smaller fragments of andesitic material. This is underlain by massive beds 
of greyish fine tuff that in thin section are similar to the fine tuff previously 
described but without the extensive development of calcite. 
Five miles above the junction a dense fine grained dark blue grey andesite 
is exposed for an apparent thickness of several hundred feet. In thin section 
(3368)  the small fresh felspar laths form an interlocking network. The 
original pyroxene has been converted to radial fibrous growths and needle­
like aggregates of pale green tremolite-actinolite : some needles penetrate felspar 
crystals, Further up Lizzie Creek this .andesite grades into an extremely brittle. massive fine grained black rock With a strongly developed conchoidal 
fracture. This rock type persists for a lateral distance of 200 yards until 
the Mt. Barker granodiorite is encountered. It is strongly suspected 
that this granodiorite intrudes the non-granitic rocks surrounding it. 
This is supported by a thin section study (3369)  of the adjoining brittle black 
rock which consists of a mosaic of felspar granules liberally peppered with fine 
magnetite dust and grains. Present within this mosaic are a few untwinned 
felspars showing typical crystal outlin
_
es. . The whole texture is strongly suggestive of the granular felspar mosaic bemg an almost complete regenera� 
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tion (through recrystallisation) of the pre-existing felspar crystals. Associated 
with this felspar-magnetite mosaic are numerous minute pale brown biotite 
flakes. 
It is suggested that the rock represents a thermally metamorphosed 
andesite or similar igneous rock. Also supporting this hypothesis is the fact 
that the rock may be traced laterally away from the granodiorite into the 
andesite described previously in which the pyroxene has been converted to 
tremolite-actinolite which represents a much lower grade of metamorphism. 
Just before reaching Eungella Station the Eungella road leaves the grano­
diorite and at this margin there is developed an actinolite-felspar-magnetite 
rock that is virtually identical to the rock previously described from the Jack's 
Creek fault region. The only observable differences are the lack of any bedding 
features in the hand specimen and in thin section the more striking development 
of clearly outlined rod�like masses of magnetite. Further away from the- margin 
there is a typical greyish andesitic lapilli tuff that contains much iron stained 
chlorite and some aggregates · of tremolite�actinolite needles exac'tly similar 
to those developed in the above rock. The evidence then would appear strongly 
in favour of the actinolite rock being a thermally metamorphosed andesitic 
fine tuff. When this occurrence is compared with that of the Jack's Creek 
region the inference is that both rock types were formed from similar material: 
the presence of bedding in some of the specimens from the latter area support 
the hypothesis of the original rock being a fine tuff. and as has been shown 
tuffaceous rocks are very common in this Lizzie Creek-Eungella Station area. 
Two and a half miles south east of Eungella Station near the Broken 
River at least several hundred feet of sediments are interbedded with the val� 
canics. These sediments are largely light coloured thin bedded mudstones with 
finer textured friable shale bands which strike N. 40° W. and dip 30° to the 
south west. They contain occasional fragmentary plant remain.s and while 
these cannot be positively identified it is fairly definite that they are non� 
lepidodendroid. 
These sediments are conformably underlaid by andesites, with some 
chert� like indurated fine tuffaceous sediments near the Eungella racetrack. From 
this point north�easterly for two miles are extensively altered andesites until 
the Tertiary ( ? )  basalt cover at the foothills of the Eungella Range is reached. 
It is difficult to give even an approximate thickness of the Lower Bowen 
Volcanics- developed in this Lizzie Creek-Eungella Range section. Taenia� 
thaerus subquadratus has been reported four miles south west of Eungella 
Station so that in this area the Marine Series must swing somewhat eastward. 
A north east�south west section (with the north easterly limit the Tertiary 
basalt cover) , would give a thickness of the order of 1 5,000 feet of volcan� 
ics and interbedded sediments assuming an average dip of 30°  and no repeti� 
tion of strata due to structural features. The whole area however is so little 
known with regard to geological boundaries and structural controls that the 
above figure must only be accepted with reservation. 
6. MT. BRITTON-NEBO-DENISON CREEK REGION 
(a) Homevale - Mt. Britton Area 
Immediately underlying the lowest marine beds near Home-vale are 
approximately 50 feet of light coloured rhyolites, some of which are fluidal 
and some fragmental. These brecciated types usually contain numerous angu� 
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lar fragments of brown and white banded rhvolite. In thin · section (3395) 
the fragments consist almost entirely of chalcedonic silica while the matrix 
in which they are imbedded is mainly opaline silica with numerous small 
quartz grains. 
Underlying these rhyolites are typical greenish-grey fine grained augite 
andesites which extend to the foot of the Marling Spikes Range where pro­
jecting . through and resting on these andesites are the Tertiary rhyolites. 
Near the old Mt. Britton township there are some interbedded black shales 
which dip steeply south west and strike N. 45° W. 
(b) Nebo Area 
To the west of Nebo Creek the volcanic� are seldom exposed due to 
an extensive cover of later deposits. However to the north west of Nebo 
along the Fort Cooper road the uppermost volcanics are usually rhyolitic. 
Below this acid horizon are typical andesites with occasional thin units of 
interbedded black shales. 
A reconnaiSsance was niade north eastward� from Nebo'along the Mackay 
road. For thirteen miles north east of Nebo the volcanics are mainly greenish­
grey altered andesites. Some fragmental types occur within the first seven 
miles from Nebo but from then on the and�sites are all fine to medium 
grained flows. Thirteen miles north east of Nebo granitic rocks are encountered 
but the relation of these to the Lower Bowen Volcanics was not able to 
be determined. 
(c) Clermont - Suina Highway, east of Denison Cr.eek 
West of Denison Creek the volcanics are obscured by an extensive 
ailuvial cover but to the east they outcrop alnng the road to Sarina for five 
miles, forming rather rugged high strike ridges and hills. The volcanics range 
from trachytic to andesitic types in compositicn. At the crossing of Denison 
Creek the hiR"hest volcanics observed are li�ht brown porphyritic trachytes 
which dip at 30° to the south west. A mile east of the crossing the dominant 
rock type becomes a very fine grained greenish grey porphyritic trachyte. 
Just before reaching the acid igneous rocks of the Funnel Creek area five miles 
east of Denison Creek green epidotised andesites form the major rock type of 
the Lower Bowen Volcanics. 
7. CONNORS RIVER-APIS CREEK REGION 
The following account of the Lower B::>wen Volcanics in this region 
is mainly based on .a traverse along the Bruce Highway which approximately 
parallels the trend of the volcanics and the Marine Series. From the Connors 
River south to Clive Creek the road runs verv close to the junction of the 
volcanics and the Marine Series or alluvium so that it is frequently difficult 
to determine exactly the stratigraphic horizon from which the rocks described 
have been collected. However in this region some rather diverse and interesting 
rock types occur so that it will be of value to record a description of them. 
(•) Connors River Areii 
Two miles north of the Connors River near the top of the volcanics 
there is an unusual green andesitic breccia. A thin section ( 3 4 1 3 )  shows 
each of the sub-angular to sub-rounded rock fragments surrounded by a narrow 
rim of dark brown opaque kaolin except where two or more fragments have 
a common junction when the vein-like to crudely polygonal interstices thus 
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formed are filled with greenish chlorite. The rock fragments are of two 
general types, most common are cryptocrystalline mosaics with small isotropic 
areas, these probably represent partly devitrified glassy fragments. Less common 
are fragments of coarser textured partly glassv andesitic material. The rock is 
strongly coherent with fracture readily occurring across the fragments rather 
than around them although the cementing medium of kaolin and chlorite 
seems inadequate to explain this. From the size of some of the clastic fragments 
the rock was probably formed not far from the actual vent source of the 
material and probably became indurated largely through the weight of over­
lying material, with later the cementing action of the kaolin and calcite. 
Two and a half miles south of the Connors River and also near the 
top of the volcanics is an interesting greenish-purple quartz epidote rock. 
A thin section (3414) has a very characteristic appearance in polarised light 
as it contains numerous clear small vesicle-lik!" cavities, spherical to oval in 
outline and separated by pale brown kaolinitic material. Numerous dark 
brownish green grains and aggregates of epidote are visible, occasionally filling 
some of these vesicles. The contrast obtained under crossed -nicols is striking, 
the whole section is then seen as a mosaic-like aggregate of quartz with 
lesser aggregates of highly birefringent epidote. Practically all traces of the 
vesicular structure disappear although faint traces of the opaque kaolin can 
be seen clouding the quartz which has many of the typical characteristics of 
secondary deposited silica. 
It would appear as though the rock was originally strongly vesicular, 
perhaps resembling a pumice, but has been completely changed by the deposi­
tion of quartz and epidote which not only filled the vesicles but also completely 
replaced the surrounding material. A similar quartz-epidote rock also occurs 
one mile south of Clive Creek. 
(b) Lotus Creek � Croydon Area 
From Lotus Creek south to near Croydon the uppermost volcanics are 
extensively epidotised and chloritised and are all light greenish grey in colour. 
Vein-like cavities in these rocks are usually filled with radiating or fibrous 
chlorite. 
(c) Section east of Croydon 
A traverse was made from the top of the volcanics near Croydon for 
four miles east along the St. Lawrence road. In this area the volcanics exposed 
are all acid types, dacites and associated pyroclastics. Quartz phenocrysts are 
common ,together with almost equal numbers of oligoclase-andesine pheno­
crysts. The ground mass is usually a micro-crystalline quartz-felspar mosaic. 
(d) Clive Creek � Mt. McKenzie Area 
From Croydon until four miles north of Clive Creek the Bruce Highway 
follows the Marine Series, after crossing Clive Creek the road then swings in 
a south westerly direction across the trend of the volcanics towards Mt. 
McKenzie. 
Four miles north of Clive Creek the uppermost volcanics (as contrasted 
to near Croydon·) , are dark grey porphyritic haematite bearing andesites. At 
the crossing of Clive Creek reddish green andesitic lapilli tuffs are developed. 
An unusual acid pyroclastic rock is exposed in the foothills of the Broadsound 
Range three and a half miles south east of Clive Creek. In thin section (34 3 1 )  
the chief feature i s  the abundance o f  crystal fragments o f  sub-angular felspar 
and quartz. The quartz fragments are as a rule better rounded than the felspar 
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but in most cases this i s  due t o  partial resorption by interstitial material. 
The rock matrix is generally glassy although it is often partially or completely 
devitrified. The pink rock fragments seen in the hand specimen are composed 
of a few felspar phenocrysts set in a microcrystalline ground mass. This rock 
may be aptly described as an acid crystal tuff. 
From this point the road winds over the spurs of the Broadsound Range 
and the volcanics are mainly green porphyritic andesites which have been exten� 
sively epidotised and chloritised. Seven and a half miles from Clive Creek 
near the highest point of the range banded light biscuit coloured chert�like 
rocks are interbedded with the volcanics. These dip east at 45°-50° and strike 
approximately north�south. In thin section (3433) these sandy cherts are 
a microcrystalline quartz�felspar mosaic with numerous patches and veins of 
secondary silica. There are also numbers of small usually rather angular quartz 
fragments so that the rock is probably a silicified fine grained sediment. 
Between these sandy cherts and the Mt. McKenzie granite are much 
altered green rocks that were probably originally andesites. They have been 
extensively silicified and chloritised. Within a short distance of the eastern 
margin of the granite are extensively silicified light greenish grey rocks con­
taining pyrites. These change within half a mile to fine grained green epidotised 
volcanics. 
Although the evidence is not particularly clear it is strongly suspected 
that the Mt. McKenzie granite is intrusive into the surrounding volcanics, the 
extensive alteration of these would tend to support this conclusion. 
(e) Uppu Apis Creek Area 
At the foot of the eastern side of the Broadsound Range the rocks 
exposed at the first crossing of Apis Creek are speckled grey1 augite andesites. 
The road then follows down_ the valley of Apis Creek to where the last 
volcanic rock is exposed approximately two miles from the first crossing of 
Apis Creek. Here there is a silicified lapilli tuff in which the rock fragments 
consist of a few quartz grains and small felspar laths and microlites imbedded 
in a feebly polarising ground mass with frequent isotropic areas. The material 
surrounding these rock fragments is a fine grained quartz-felspar mosaic with 
numerous aggregated areas of secondary quartz and calcite. 
8. SUMMARY AND COMPARISONS 
From this study of the Lower Bowen Volcanics and their associated 
sediments a number of features have emerged. These may be summarised as 
follows:-
(a) The volcanic suite displays a remarkable number of similar features 
throughout the entire area where they have been studied. Although 
some minor deviations from the general pattern are present these 
are more or less to be expected when it is realised that the volcanics 
extend throughout a lateral distance of almost three hundred miles 
and it can scarcely be expected that vulcanism was always contempor­
aneous throughout this vast region 
(b) In the northern and north-eastern part of the area at least a rhyolitic 
to trachytic assemblage usually compOses the uppermost flows. A 
marked tendency to silicification is common and some of the rock 
types are partly glassy. 
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(c) The predominating rock types throughout the entire region art augite 
andesites. These may be further discussed. 
(i) The uniform greenish to greyish colour is an almost constant 
feature throughout. 
(ii) They are usually fine grained and porphyritic, phenocrysts are 
generally felspar, more rarely pyroxene. Flow structures are 
seldom seen in thin secrion. 
(iii) Mineralogically plagioclase is usually greatly predominant over 
orthoclase and ranges from oligoclase to andesine. The pyrex· 
ene is invariably augite, much less commonly a titaniferous 
variety. Hornblende (with one exception) and biotite are never 
present. The common accessory minerals are magnetite and 
ilmenite, the regular occurrence of the latter is a feature. Haema� 
tire is frequently present in some of the more basic types. 
(iv) The tendency of these andesites to be extensively altered is 
an almost constant feature thmughout. Epidotisation and chlor­
itisation to a greater or lesser degree is practically universal. 
Less commonly they are altered to an ill�defined mixture of 
calcite, kaolin, sericite, zeolites, chlorite and epidote�clinozoisite. 
Where they are suspected to be intruded by gra.nitic rocks the 
presence of tremolite�actin6lite is common. Occasionally the 
andesites are silicified and sometimes extensively calcified. 
(d) Volcanics with alkaline affinities are completely absent. 
(e) The abundance of pyroclastics is a marked characteristic. These range 
from flows containing numerous rock fragments ro breccias, agglom� 
erates and tuffs of various kinds. A feature of the tuffs is the high 
proportion of felspathic material and a common tendency towards 
alteration. 
(f) The presence of ' interbedded sediments is of common occurrence 
especially in the northern half of the eastern limb of the syncline:. 
The presence of the banded chert-like highly felspathic sediments 
in the Lizzie Creek area is a feature that has not been observed else­
where in the Lower Bowen Volcanics. Sediments where fossiliferous 
are all of non-marine nature. 
(g) Thicknesses up to 1 5,000 feet of volcanics and interbedded sediments 
are apparently developed but this figure is to be treated with reserva� 
tion as complete structural relations of the group are not known. 
Comparison with other Queensland Permian Volcanics-
The volcanics of the Eaglefield�Mt. Coolon region, probably Lower 
Bowen in part at least, are discussed in the next section. 
In the Cracow area at the southern extremitv of the eastern limb Denmead 
( 1 938) described very similar volcanics. He stated that they are typically 
andesites with some trachytes and dacites. The andesites are all similar mineral� 
ogically. with phenocrysts of oligoclase or andesine and au'l:ite and with a 
hvalopilitic base of felspar. magnetite and augite. The andesites usually con­
tain hornblende in unimportant quantities but eoidotisation and chloritisation 
are common. Some of them are extensively silicified. Associated with the 
volcanics are agglomerates, tuffs and shales. 
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The evident similarity of this Cracow suite to the group described in 
the. pre�ent study is striking. Denmead also experienced difficulty in assessing theu th1ckness and estimated a thickness of approximately 1 2,000 feet assuming 
no repetition of beds. 
IX. UNDIFFERENTIATED UPPER PALAEOZOIC ROCKS 
1. VOLCANICS OF THE EAGLEFIELD-MT. COOLON REGION 
There are many problems associated with the volcanic rocks of this 
western region and as they have been incompletely studied their stratigraphic 
relations are not clear as yet. Reid ( 1 9  28) described acid volcanics-flu1dal 
rhyolites, dacites and porphyries and agglomerates, underlying the lowest Per� 
mian sediments in the Eaglefield region and also further south. At Eaglefield 
Reid stated that the volcanics strike N. 30° W. and dip zoo to the south 
west and he concluded that these rocks represented the Lower Bowen Volcanics. 
The volcanics of the Mt. Coolon area have most recently been discussed 
by Morton ( 1 93 5 )  who stated that the dark coloured rhyolites and dacites 
extended to the north east towards the Bowen basin. Morton also concluded 
that these represented a low horizon of the Lower Bowen Volcanics and 
tentatively suggested that they might be of Carboniferous age. 
The writer has also visited these areas and there is little to be added 
regarding the petrological nature of these rocks. From a study of aerial photo 
mosaics it is evident that these volcanics also extend much further to the 
north although in many cases they are capped by Tertiary sediments. On the 
aerial photographs these volcanics exhibit a characteristic patterri which may 
be traced much further to the north and north�west towards Ukalunda and 
Mt. Wyatt. Immediately north of Ukalunda Sergeyeff (unpublished manu� 
script map 1 930) showed an area of quartz porphyries. On aerial photo� 
graphs these display an identical pattern to that shown by the Mt. Coolon 
acid volcanics and it seems likely that . these quartz porphyries are in fact 
acid volcanics similar to those further to the south east. However if this is so 
a problem is introduced as immediately to th
.
e east around Mt. Wyatt Reid 
( 1 928) has found highly folded marine and freshwater sediments which he 
correlated with the Star Formation. It is possible then that some of these 
acid volcanics are at least as old as Carboniferous. 
Near the d.am site at the Burdekin Falls Whitehouse (unpublished 
information) has shown that fossiliferous freshwater Devonian�Carboniferous 
sediments are overlain, possibly unconformably, by a series of massive volcanics� 
andesites, dacites and welded tuffs, that do not display any distinctive photo 
pattern and are thought to be of Permian age. This further supports the 
theory that the volcanics of the Mt. Coolon region at least are pre�Permian. 
With regard to the Eaglefield volcanics further ea.�t which underlie .Permian sedi� ments it is difficult to foresee that they are older than Lower Perm1an. However 
it has already been shown that further north the Lower Bowen Volcanics 
do not extend as far as the Leichhardt Range so that it is possible that the 
volcanics of the Eaglefield region and further south may be older than Lower 
Permian as it is also to be remembered that volcanics underlying known Permian 
sediments in different areas need not necessarily be contemporaneous. 
2. SEDIMENTS OF THE UPPER APIS CREEK REGION 
Eastwards for about twelve miles from the last volcanic outcrop on 
A pis Creek until near the Langdale turn�off there are exposed a series of grey� 
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wacke-like sediments, the age and stratigraphic position of which are unknown. 
They form a rather uniform lithological group and it is suspected but cannot 
be proved on present evidence, that they are of Permian age. The strike ranges 
from approximately north-south up to as much as N. 50°  W.,  dips where 
observed are apparently either vertical or steep to the south-west. Ten miles 
to the north of this region Reid ( 1 924) , in a section from Tooloombah 
station north-east to the Styx coalfield showed 7,000 feet of fossiliferous 
Permian sediments dipping gently to the north-east but with some slight 
reverse dips. The relation then of these fossiliferous beds to the apparently 
unfossiliferous greywacke-like sediments described by the writer are as yet 
unknown, but it will be worthwhile to record here a petrographic study made 
of these sediments. 
Petrography-
The first of these sediments exposed near Apis Creek are grey-brown 
fine grained silty shales that possess a fairly well developed parting approxi­
mately parallel to the bedding. In thin section (3440) small silt-sized angular 
to sub-angular quartz grains are embedded in a fine dark brown clay matrix. 
A few small felspar grains are also present. 
The other sediments examined from this region all fall within the 
greywacke group. Probably most common are light-grey fine grained sediments 
which in thin section (3443) have an approximate composition as follows :­
quartz 20 per cent., felspar 30 per cent., and rock fragments 45 per cent. 
The rock fragments are of two general types; most common are fragments of 
basic to intermediate igneous rocks with lesser numbers of detrital chert grains. 
The only cementing medium apparent is chloritic material. The overall texture 
is striking for the degree of sizing and sorting of the clastic particles. There 
is a virtual absence of any fine matrix and the degree of rounding of the 
clastic grains is noteworthy. The mineral composition suggests greywacke 
affinities but the properties just stated preclude this. It is possible that the 
sediment represents a "cleaned" greywacke. although Krynine ( 1 9 4 1 )  states 
that these usually consist dominantly of angular or poorly rounded clastic 
particles. 
Another common dark grey sediment from this region has in thin section 
(3442) the following approximate composition:- quartz 5 - 1 0  per cent., 
felspar 20 per cent. and the remainder rock fragments, matrix and calcite. 
In this sediment the clastic particles are all quite angular and the felspars are 
not very much decomposed. The rock fragments are again either of intermediate 
to basic igneous rocks or detrital chert. Quite appreciable amounts of fine 
interstitial matrix are present often this appears rather siliceous. Cal­
cite is quite abundant and appears to be definitely of secondary origin. 
The impression obtained is that the clastic materials composing this 
sediment have undergone rapid removal and deposition. There is very little 
sizing, sorting and rounding of the particles and the felspars all tend to be 
fairly fresh. The fairly high proportion of fine matrix is also significant. 
These features would all suggest that the sediment is a typical greywacke, 
although most authors do not show the amount of quartz in greywacke 
composition tables falling below 20 per cent. 
These sediments thus form a rather well defined group. The presence 
1 hroughout of a high felspar and rock fragment content together with rather 
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small amounts of quartz is noteworthy. None of the sediments appears to be 
tuffaceous, as may be contrasted sharply with the sediments of the Lizzie 
Creek Region. It is suspected that they are more normal marine sediments 
but as yet this cannot be proved. 
3. SEDIMENTS WEST OF MARLBOROUGH 
These outcrop west of Marlborough from near the Langdale turn-off 
until the serpentine belt is reached. The sediments are mainly pink, grey-green 
and bluish fine grained fissile clay shales and silty shales, some of which 
contain small rounded pellets of indurated mudstone. Small units of hard 
blue-grey mudstone are interbedded and strike N. 1 0° W. and dip steeply 
to the east. Some of the shales contain indeterminate but apparently woody 
plant material. 
The relations of this distinct sedimentary group to the greywackes 
previously discussed and the serpentine to the east are unknown as these 
shales weather with great rapidity and exposures are few. While they have 
been classed as undifferentiated Upper Palaeozoic for convenience in this study 
it is entirely possible that they are older. It is doubtful if they are younger 
than Permian; they do not bear any resemblance to the Cretaceous rocks of the 
Styx area, the only other younger sediments in the area. 
4. SEDIMENTS OF THE ETON RANGE 
North eastward from the last outcrop of the Mt. Spencer diorites near 
the Range Hotel on the Nebo-Mackay road there is a sedimentary sequence, 
mainly light coloured sandstones with interbedded shales, that extends almost 
to the foot of the Eton Range. The shales carry indeterminate plant fragments. 
The seP:iments dip gently to the north east but their age and stratigraphic 
relations are not known. 
X. GRANITIC AND ALLIED IGNEOUS ROCKS 
1 .  THE NORTH WESTERN MARGIN OF THE SYNCLINE 
Bounding the basal rocks of the Bowen sequence to the west of Parrot 
Creek and the Bowen River is an extensive area of granitic rocks which are 
thought to be of more than one age. These granitic rocks include some fairly 
diverse types. Where thought to be intrusive as in the south near Parrot Creek 
the chief rock is a fine grained aplitic type but further north in the Ten Mile 
Creek area where the granite is thought to be pre-Permian a fairly coarse 
grained pink granite is typical. Also common in this area are augite and 
mica diorites. 
The variation in rock type in this granitic region is often reflected 
topographically and by varying patterns on aerial photographs so that deline­
atio'n of boundaries by aerial photo interpretation is often hazardous. However 
it is not thought that in the area between Heidelberg and Birralee there is 
a series of Upper Devonian volcanics as shown by Traves ( 1 9 5 1 ) .  Instead 
it is considered that this area is partly occupied by granite and partly by the 
Lower Bowen Volcanics. This is considered to be a more reasonable inter­
pretation of the area, based on limited field examination and aerial photograph 
interpretation, than that suggested by Traves. 
Further south near Rockingham Creek there is a small area of granite 
exposed bUt along the Mt. Coolon road the margins are capped by Tertiary 
sediments so that its relation to the acid volcanics is unknown. 
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2. BASEMENT ROCKS, COLLINSVILLE DISTRICT 
The Lower Bowen Volcanics may be observed resting unconformably 
on an uneven basement of older granitic rocks in Pelican Creek near the junction 
of Pine Creek to the north of Collinsville. At the junction is a coarse to 
medium grained hornblende granite; augite and epidote are also occasionally 
present in the rock. Just below the junction medium grained pink grana� 
phyres occur. In thin section ( 3 3 1 5 )  these rocks consist of quartz�orthoclase 
micrographic intergrowths with also frequent mvrmekitic intergrowth of plagio� 
clase and quartz. Biotite and epidote are the ferromagnesian minerals. Both 
these two rock types often contain epidote veins and are frequently intruded 
by small microdiorite dykes. 
3.  MT. BARKER GRANODIORITE 
It has previously been stated that it is thought this granodiorite is intru� 
sive into the surrounding Lower Bowen Volcanics. 
The granodiorite is a light grey medium grained type with biotite more 
common than hornblende. Around the margins it is sometimes modified t6 
a light brown acid porphyritic rock. 
4. GRANITIC ROCKS OF THE EUNGELLA RANGE 
The extent and nature of these rocks is largely unknown as they 
were only observed by the writer in several localities. However it is proposed 
to briefly record those areas that were seen. 
In the western foothills of the Eungella Range a medium grained horn� 
blende grandiorite is exposed. At the Eungella road crossing of the Broken 
River near the top of the range a fairly dark medium grained quartz diorite 
is the major rock type. Also near the top of the range but appro:Xim:ately 
three miles south of the above locality there is a quartz porphyry outcrop of 
unknown extent. The rock is light coloured and fine grained with numerous 
glassy quartz phenocrysts which are often deeply embayed. 
5. IGNEOUS ROCKS OF THE MT. SPENCER AREA 
Approximately thirteen miles north east from Nebo along the Mackay 
road granitic rocks outcrop but their relation to the Lower Bowen Volcanics 
is unknown. In this area they range from coarse grained pink granites to 
fine grained aplites. The extent of these rocks is limited in a north easterly 
direction as from this point almost as far as the Range Hotel the predominating 
rocks are typical diorites which range from coarse to very fine gtained varieties. 
These diorites are capped by Tertiary sediments for two and a half miles north 
east of Mt. Spencer. 
6. GRANOPHYRES AND QUARTZ PORPHYRIES OF THE FUNNEL CREEK AREA 
The rocks of this area are exposed along the Sarina�Clermont Highway 
and along the Bruce Highway for a distance of approximately twelve miles 
south of the crossing of Funnel Creek. 
Granophyric rocks are exposed from near the Colston Gap south westerly 
until four miles from the crossing of Funnel Creek. The inajor rock type is 
a medium grained greyish�fawn spherulitic augite granophyre. In thin section 
(3404) the greater oart of the rock consists of Quartz and felspar displayinSl: 
a variety of granophyric structures which range from irregular micrographic 
to fine spherulitic. Phenocrysts are not common in the rock and are usually 
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a turbid acid plagioclase. The chief ferromagnesian mineral i s  augite which . 
is frequently partially or completely altered tc epidote. 
Associated with the spherulitic granophyres are strongly porphyritic types 
with phenocrysts of felspar and rounded and embayed quartz crystals. The 
ground mass is an irregular quartz-felspar mosaic with frequent areas of micro­
graphic intergrowth. The augite in these rocks is nearly always altered to dark 
green chlorite, less frequently it has been uralitised. 
Quartz porphyries are extensively developed near the Funnel Creek 
crossing and westerly and south to the junction with the Lower Bowen Vol­
canics. The rocks range in colour from light grey and fawn to shades of pink. 
Glassy quartz phenocrysts which are frequentlv embayed are always present, 
and often with phenocrysts of pink or red felspar. A few small flakes of biotite 
generally occur. 
The relations of these acid rocks are virtually unknown but it is thought 
that both the granophyres and the quartz porphyries are part of the same 
igneous complex: It is also thought that the quartz porphyries intrude the 
Lower Bowen Volcanics. In the Colston Gap area the granophyres are suc­
ceeded by a series · of andesitic tuffs and interbedded sediments similar to those 
of the Eton Range. The field evidence stronglv suggest that the granophyric 
rocks intrude this sequence which dips gently to the north east. 
7. MT. MACKENZIE GRANITE 
Where the Bruce Highway crosses the Broadsound Range near Mt. 
McKenzie granite is exposed for a distance of approximately two miles and is 
suspected to intrude the surrounding Lower Bowen Volcanics. This granite 
is evidently part of that referred to by earlier writers, Dunstan ( 1 90 1 )  and 
Reid ( 1 92 9 ) ,  as the granite of Chine Bluff. However this name does not 
now appear on maps of the region. The north and south extent of the granite 
is as yet unknown. 
The rock is a rather coarse grained type. In thin section (3435) micro­
cline is fairly common and a few large crystal." of microperthite are present, 
the host mineral being orthoclase. The only ferromagnesian mineral present 
is green biotite. 
8. GRANITES OF OTHER LOCALITIES 
These were not studied by the writer but a brief record of their occur­
rence may be conveniently made. All have the feature in common in that 
they are intrusive and represent the cores of anticlinal structures within the 
synclinal basin. 
(a) Mt. Gotthard . 
This is situated some 30 miles north west of Nebo and aerial photo­
graphs of this region show the granite occupying the centre of a well developed 
slightly elongate dome structure. 
(b) Mt. Travers 
Situated about nine miles south west of Nebo this fine grained granite 
contains biotite and hornblende and is again the core of a small anticlinal 
structure. 
(c) Mt. Flora - Mt. Orange 
These old mining fields were described by Ball ( I  91 0) who reported 
a medium grained biotite granite intruding Upper Bowen shales which have 
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-in places been .altered to fissile slates. Part of the Marine Series has evidently 
been exposed here by an anticlinal structure. 
XI. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
1. EVIDENCE OF PRE-PERMIAN METAMORPHIC ROCKS 
Jack ( 1 87 9 )  showed a large belt of metamorphic and plutonic rocks 
forming the Clarke Range to the north and east of Collinsville. Reid ( 1 929) 
much restricted this belt in the Collinsville district but still showed a con­
siderable belt of these metamorphics extending south-easterly from the Collins­
ville area and forming a distinct elongate belt to the east of the Lower Bowen 
Volcanics. Reid has since stated to the writer that this metamorphic belt 
was based almost entirely on Jack's mapping and that the only areas visited 
by him were the Basin Creek area and the Lizzie Creek section. Reid also 
admits, on examining the rock types collected bv the present writer from this 
latter area, that they are similar to those classed by him as metamorphics. 
Jack unfortunately does not state clearly the evidence on which he based 
his mapping of the metamorphic belt. On his map however Jack has allocated 
some of the rock types to particular areas. On analysis of this a rather signifi­
cant pattern emerges. The granitic rocks are mainly within the area shown 
on the present map as such, while the greywackes, quartzites and slates occur 
mainly where the present writer has found sediments interbedded with the 
Lower Bowen Volcanics. 
Unfortunately no extensive traverses have been made across this belt. 
The granitic rocks now shown extending from Pelican Creek south-easterly 
towards the Broken River are based on known exposures in these two areas 
and also on Flagstone Creek and aerial photo interpretation. This is also 
supported by the work of Traves ( 1 9 5 1 )  whose map was also largely 
based on aerial photograph interpretation. However granite has been 
recorded from Flagstone Creek and the Broken River near the junction of 
Dart Creek (unpublished surveyor's report, 1 9 3 9 ) , This also finds some 
support from the work of Morton ( 1 920) who showed granite and dioritie 
occurring over large areas of the Normanby goldfield. 
Early reports contain a few references to the vast little known region 
extending north and north west from Eungella Station. Gibb Maitland ( 1 889) 
and Ball ( 1 9 1 0 )  showed granite forming the watershed of Bee Creek, and 
near its junction with the Bowen River Gibb Maitland reports that the 
granite appears to be intrusive through quartoze rocks which have the appear­
ance of very metamorphosed stratified rocks. Jack (in Cameron 1 903) 
described the country rock of the Mt. Barker silver lead mines three miles 
north west of Eungella Station as consisting of greywackes and quartzites. 
It  would now seem that these must be Lower Bowen sediments similar to 
those described by the present writer near the contact of the Mt. Barker 
granodiorite. 
Further to the south traverses between Nebo and Mackay, and Nebo 
and Colston Gap have shown that there are no metamorphic rocks to the east 
of the Lower Bowen Volcanics. 
From the evidence now assembled, although fully recognising its widely 
scattered nature, the writer is of the opinion that a series of old meta­
morphic rocks does not exist in this area at least. As regards the age and 
relations of these granitic rocks little is known. It is only in the Pelican Creek 
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area that it is certain that the granitic rocks are older than Permian. Of those 
rocks thought to intrude Permian volcanics may be mentioned the Mt. Barker 
granodiorite and the igneous rocks of the Mt. Spencer and Funnel Creek 
regions, together with the Mt. McKenzie granite much further to' the south. 
Dunstan ( 1 898) has also shown a small area of granite just west of Carmita 
that apparently intrudes Permian strata. 
2. STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL RELATIONS 
The most recent and comprehensive analyses of Queensland stratigraphy 
and structure are those of Hill ( 1 9 5 1 ,  1 952) South of the present area 
studied the Bowen and Yarrol Basins are distinct entities separated by the 
Gogango High of older metamorphic and plutonic rocks. In the north the 
Bogie High is a similar structure in that it consists of granites of pre�Permian 
age. It is with the region between these two highs that most of the present 
discussion is concerned. 
Hill ( 19 5 1 )  extended the Yarrol Basin northwards to include the Per­
mian rocks occurring in the coastal region from the Styx area to St. Helens 
north of Mackay. In this latter area Reid ( 1 929) has shown a sequence 
without observed unconformity from Lower Car]Joniferous marine strata and 
interbedded volcanics through sediments containing Rhacopteris to. a marine 
and freshwater Permian sequence, also with volcanics. In this area all strata dip 
to the west or south west, often steeply. South of Mackay at Oakey Creek, 
Reid ( 1 924) has shown that a volcanic sequence is overlain by Permian coal 
measures while further south in the Styx-Tooloombah region Reid showed a 
volcanic sequence interbedded with and overlain by Permian strata. The dips 
in these two areas are gentle to the north east. Also may be mentioned here 
are the sediments found by the present writer at the Eton Range and Colston 
Gap which also dip gently to the north-east. Apart from the St. Helens 
occurrence and the area south of 'Tooloombah where the writer found pre­
sumably Bowen sediments apparently dipping steeply to the west, evidence 
suggests that either the Bowen and the northern part of the Yarro1 Basin 
are separated by a distinct high of pre�Lower Bowen rocks or that they are 
linked by a large anticlinal structure. These suggestions may be discussed 
in more detail. 
A high of pre-Permian granitic rocks may well exist as a southerly 
continuation of the Bogie High and form part of the Clarke and Eungella 
Ranges. However to the south of this area it appears that no such high 
is present although admittedly little is known about a very large area. Dunstan 
{ 1 898) has shown Permian volcanics and sediments extending from Collaroy 
to near Carmita and dipping north-easterly. In the extreme south the traverse 
along the Bruce Highway has shown no rocks older than Lower Bowen 
with the possible exception of the shales west of Marlborough which on 
present knowledge do not fit satisfactorily into any interpretation. 
It is postulated then that south of, say, Nebo-Mackay there may be a 
large anticlinal structure linking the two basins. In late Carboniferous--early 
Permian times this may have been a relatively high terrestrial region separat­
ing the deeper basins on either side. Although some down�warping would 
perhaps be necessary to explain the thickness of volcanics it is suggested that 
this region between the two basins did not subside to such an extent that 
marine conditions could prevail. This seems to be supported on the eastern 
margin of the Bowen Basin where all sediments occurring with the volcanics 
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are apparently terrestrial. This is not so however for the northern part of 
the Yarrol Basin, but since this basin in the south was receiving marine 
sediments at a much earlier date than the Bov,ren Basin it is quite possible 
that in the north it was present as a down warped area before the Bowen 
Basin began to subside. This then could explain the presence of Carboniferous 
strata near St. Helens, although not the westerly dips. A further interesting 
possibility of this idea is that the marine beds of the Styx area may be slightly 
older than those of Yatton and Mt. Britton. The presence of Aulosteges 
randsi in the Styx area together with numerous Eurydesma would suggest that 
this fauna has a slightly different aspect from that of Yatton and Mt. Britton. 
Again there is no means of dating the lowermost volcanics of the 
BOwen Basin. Interbedded sediments usually only carry indeterminate plant 
remains (e.g. in the Eungella Station area) and if there is to be a large thick� 
ness of volcanics and interbedded sediments (possibly up to 1 5 , 000 feet) 
there is the distinct possibility thJ.t vulcanism in some areas may have ex� 
tended intermittently right through from some time in the Middle and Upper 
Carboniferous. This has already been postulated as probably occurring in 
the western marginal areas of the syncline. It is the writer's opinion that 
not all of the so-called Lower Bowen Volcanics in Queensland are restricted 
to the Permian; some at least must reasonably be expected to extend down 
without a major break into the Carboniferous. 
In summary then it is postulated that in the central part of the eastern 
margin of the Bowen Basin an anticlinal structure was accentuated into its 
present form by the epi-Permian earth movements and probably intruded in 
places by !?iranitic rocks. These earth movements were apparently the result 
of compression from the east, and in this central region where there was no 
rigid high of older rocks intervening between the two basins a large anticlinal 
structure developed with a relatively steep western limb and a gentler dip 
to the east. In the far north however, as a result of rigid granitic rocks 
being forced against the eastern edge of the Bowen Basin, severe compression 
with some minor thrusting occurred. 
3. CONCLUSION 
While some of the conclusions reached in the preceding sections are fairly 
definite others are only tentative, but it is hoped that some of the ideas pre� 
sented will lead to a better understanding of the Upper Palaeozoic problem 
in Queensland. 
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APPENDIX 
NOTES ON THE GEOLOGICAL MAP 
Boundaries on the coloured geological map are based mainly on aerial 
photo interpretation, supported in most cases by actual ground inspection 
�nd in other instances by previous Geological Survey reports and maps. In 
the southern and western parts of the region it was frequently not possible 
to map subsurface geology due to a widespread cover of alluvial material. 
As a result" several superficial deposits were also delineated but the extensive 
clay sheets supporting brigalow scrubs presented a problem as in some instances 
it was not certain whether this scrub covered formation was developed on 
Upper Bowen sediments or more recent deposits. In general where definite 
trend lines could be observed on aerial photos the brigalow areas were mapped 
as Upper Bowen and elsewhere as Quaternary deposits. In these areas a wide� 
spread superficial cover of sandy material, probably an outwash from the 
neighbouring sandstone areas, was also mapped separately. 
Between the Burton and Kerlong Ranges a lower flat area has been 
shown as Upper Bowen, mainly because dark heavy clay soils are developed. 
However it is possible that this area is underlain by eroded Triassic sandstones. 
In the Cherwell Range region it was not possible to define the boundary 
between the Passage Beds of Reid ( 1 928) and the Marine Series so that these 
beds have been shown in the Marine Series colour on the map. 
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